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SPECIAL Stilt, E EDITION
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
•

In Our 1Ist Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, April 11, 1970

Doran And Waterfield Appointed
MSU Board Of Regents by Nunn

Vol. LXXXXI No. 86

SPECIAL SHRINE EDITION
Will De On Sal. Here
Tomorrow By Shriner'
Today's Ledger and Times has
been designated as a Special
Shrine Edition in recognition of
Gov. Louie B. Nunn appointed of the Peoples Bank, were ap- the work of the members of
five members Friday to the pointed to four-year terms on the Shrine in the field of chilboard of regents of three state the Murray State University dren's hospitals.
supported institutions of higher board of regents.
Over twenty Shrine hospitals
education.
Waterfield replaces Wlllitm are supported and maintained
Former U. Gew. Barry Lae Powell of Paducah, while Doran by the Shriner' over North
Waterfield of -Frankfort imd succeeds 0. B. Springer of Hen America. Crippled children are
Harold Glenn Doran, president derson, both of whose terms ex- admitted to any of these hospitals and even though they may
—
pired.
for the exThe Murray Rescue Squad anNunn named Dr. Coy F. Ball, not be able to pay
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cases
burn
orthopedic
and
o'clock at the services at the Baptise Student Con
Bowling Green. Both will serve
The Ohio Valley Conference at 3:15 p.m. A camper trailer,
ter. 'The note burning ceremony will be conducted for the
accept children from infant to
four year terms.
placed Murray State University owned by a man from Chicakr_,
an
to race,
beam emetnicted at• cast 44 ala.41110 in 1967.
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will
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was
Squad
Rescue
called
to
Scottsville, whose terms expira
scriinnsages
for
the
pre-season
"C"" the 211 lames °
astronaut slept late today while
A piece of tinsel from Christbe stationed at points in Murfire in a tobacco barn on the
ed.
1969-70 basketball season.
launch officiaLs worried about
mas caught our eye yesterday
Nunn also named Lester G. ray Sunday to sell this special
probation order, receiv- Charlie Rose farm near New the weather for the attereoon
The
morning. It was lying out in the
Providence.
The
fire
destroyed
Minuns, principal of Earlington Shrine Edition. Shriners will inCommed by letter from OVC
biestotf of Apollo 13.
driveway and the brilliant
High School, to a four-year term sert • special section in today's I
issioner Art Guepe, in effect is several acres of timberland be- ther
Excep
for questionabwas
, 4r;terythialg
morning sun picked it up as it
the
add
into
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fore
the
squad could arrive and
on the board of regents of KenThe dedication and note burn- mittee for the
go" for
home were Lake a slap on the wrist for Murray bring it under
fluttered in the cool breeze.
contained
.
formatian
already
in
control.
tucky State College at Franking ceremony for the pastorium Hall, Roy D.
a 2:13 p. m. EST start of •
Made us think how quickly
Hartsfield, Ray- and does not affect the upcomfort_ He replaces F. E. Whitney today's paper about the Shrine, of the Sinking Spring Baptist mond
ing
season.
$75 million flight to a valley
Crawford, Cornell Wells,
time passes. Christmas will soon
of Hopkinsville, whose term ex- on pages four and five.
Church will be held at the 11 and One Key.
Guepe termed the probation a
or the nx=1 that almost -was
be four months gone.
Gedric Paschall
Residents are urged to pur-, cm.
pired.
addand
censure
reprimand
and
Sunday morning services is the treasurer.
grounded for a month by the
Nunn made five new appoint- chase this Special Shrine Edit- of the church at the Baptist
ed that it "does not involve any
measles.
Work is
The May Pops are up at least
ments to the Commission on ion from the Shriner' tomor- Student Center on North 15th new church continuing on the curtailment of post-season acFlight commandeir James A.
six inches. The leaves are ail
for the Sinking
row,
the
special
with
addinsert
Higher Education and reapStreet, Murray.
Springs located west of tn e tivities or championship play."
Lovell, 42 lunar module pilot
folded down when they first
ed.
pointed eastern Kentucky UniRev. Terry Sills, pastor of the pastorium. The old churchThe Murray State Athletic
Congressnan. Frank Stubble- Fred W. Haise, 36, and substicome out of the ground and as
was
Funds raised from the paper church,
versity President Dr. Robert R.
Committee reported that the field has been notified by the tute c:.zrunaid moduel pilot
said the home was built destroyed by fire. The.
the spire lengthens, the leaves
services
sales
be
swell
used
will
the
to
Martin for another three-year
in 1967 at a cost of $25,000. It of the church are now
will unfold and stick straight
being- necessadr ateps have been-tak- Student Loan and Scholarship John L. Swigert, 38, took adfunds which support the twenty- is located on property
term.
d in the Baptist Student Cenmile
cut.
. en to insure that excessive sche- Branch of the Health Education vantage of the unusuai aftertwo hospitals maintained by the west of the Wir.?11 Crossroad.
Others appointed were:
duling Will not occur again in and Welfare Departments, -Ns- moan launch time and slept Late
yr.
The former home of the pastor
Dennis F. Kinlaw, president Shriners
futule-,-And that it, fully ac- tional Institutes of Health, that in their comfortable quarters.
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• Weather Uncertain
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The probation period lieges been allocated a total of $27,Dr. Troy It. Eslinger, presiAt. the oceanside launch pad
Robin was rooting around pullnew
pastorium
The
is
now
April 6 and apparently is a re- 917 for nursing scholarships for eight miles
the
dent of Lees Junior College.
away, teehnicians
ing dry grass from the ground. Mrs. Faye W. Little of Paint
home of the pastor, Rev. Sills1
sult of a pre-season scrimmage the fiscal year 1970.
moved snoothly through the
She had her bill full and was Lick.
two
Dean,
daughter'.,
wife,
his
with another school. Guepe did
find hours of launch preparaflying up into the Poet Oak to cLuda V. Dixon of Louisville.
Laura and Tern, and son,
not specify the OVC infraction, This total gran( included the tions.
Initial allotment of $15,372
Mrs. Mattie Dallas Graham and Murray played only 26
build • nest when a. Mg BUM —Zd Schottenstein of LouisAmphen.
re
The weather was the only
Jay landed near by.
--Bernbers of the building corn: pet Aim° Route One died Friday gularly scheduled games last Made under advanced obligaville.
A two oar cauasion occurred
ti:anal authority in the amount item in doubt Ciouda began
at one p. m. She WODS stricken season.
All win serve terms running
moving
Fridayi at Cm a. m. at the inover the launch site late
The Robin must have read "Tar- through March 9, 1973.
while visiting at the home of
Both the OVC and the Nat. of $12,545. authorized as • seiitorial Imperative", because Charles 0. Landrum of Cov- tersection of South 6th and Elm
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham and onal Collegiate Athletic Assoc- cond and final allotment fol- Friday and forecasters predicted
consider
-aisle cloudiness and
she made battle with the Blue ington, an airport architect and Streets, according to the report
was dead on arrival at the Mur- "ation restrict members to 26 lowing passage of the approJay, chasing him over to the consultant, was reappointed by filed by the investigatiog officray-Calloway County Hospital. iasketball games a season, in. priation bill for the health edu- a 30 per cent chance of showsmall Post Oak, then to the the governor to the new North- ers of the Murray Po/ice De.
The deceased was 86 years eluding both regularly schedul- cation and welfare department, ers. After Apollo 12 was struck
according to a telegram from by lightning, weather limits
Iron Oak. The Jay, a saucy crit- ern Kentucky State College pertinent No injuries were reC. Ed Brandon, Jr., director of age and was the wife of the ed and scrimmage games.
were tightened
Stubblefield.
of education and public affairs, late John Graham who died
ter, apparently enjoyed the board of regents for a four-year
Apollo 13 had to get off by
Cars involved were a 1962 Kentucky Chamber of Com- April 28, 1957. She was born
fray, giving ground but fighting term.
5:37 p. in. EST or wait until
Oldsmobile four door wagon merce, will be the speaker at in Calloway County on July 5,
back all the time.
Cy Williamson of Hopkinsthe next opportueety—cm May
driven by Henry Bayless Cor- the dinner meeting of the Mur- 1.8113, and was the daughter of
ville was named to the advisory
9—to launch toward the billy
This called for reinforcements board of the Hopkinsville Com- nett of 504 South 9th Street, ray Business and Professional Wallace and Eldora Blakely
stretch of lunar terrain that
from the other half of the fam- munity College and A. E. Mo- Murray, end a 1962 Ford four Women's Club to be held on Dailey. She was a member of
Lovell and Heise hope to exdoor
sedan
driven
by
Otho
Henzoomed
Robin
the
father
Flint
Baptist
Thursday, April 16, at 6:30 p m
ily, and
Church.
ran of Lynch was appointed to
ports Wednesday and Thursday
Survivors are one daughter,
in and between the two of the advisory board of the South- ry Oliver of Murray Route One. at the Murray Woman's Club
Mille Swigert solos in lunar orPolicy
said
Oliver,
going
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for
Mrs. Hershel (Nadine) Pace of
them, the Blue Jay took off
House.
east Community College of GO um,
bit
pulled into the path of
quieter climes.
Brandon will speak on the Alm Route One; one sister,
Cumberland.
Mattingly Helped Swigert
the Cornett car going south on "Flexible
School
Calendar" Mrs. Cazinop• Outland of Lone
Williams will serve a four
Project officials averted a
Street.
Oak; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Early in the morning we en- year term, while Lynch will fill
postponement Friday by selectDamage to the Cornett car
Dale (Janice) Outland of Murjoy the raucous call of the Yel- the term of John Schroder,
L
ing oSwigmaKen,,
repiac
y, ewho
Thosn
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as
ray Route One and Ronald Pace
low Shafted Flicker. Sounds Lynch, who resigned, for a was on the right side and to
Mattingly,
the
Oliver
car
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the
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of
512
h
between
t
South
7th
something
Street,
Murlike
term expiring next Jan. 15.
grounded this month for fear
ray; four great granddaughters,
braying of a donkey and some
he would break out with the
Lynn, Jennifer, and Leta Pace,
body calling the hogs.
measles about the time be woand Sheri Outland.
•
uld have been in lunar orbit
Funeral services will be held
W. have said many times that
next week. Lovell and liaise are
Sunday at three p. m. at the
letters to the editor cannot be
immune to the German measles,
chapel of the Klainck-Coleman
printed unless they are signed.
contracted by another backup
Funeral Home with Rev. W.
Names need not necessarily be
crewman who in turn exposed
Paul
Dailey
and
who
Rev.
know
must
John
we
printed, but
the prime crew.
Paul W. Shahan, Director of other anthems of tribute to moJones officiating.
writes them.
Mattingly, who had trained
Choirs at the First United Me- therhood were always a very
Pallbearers will be Guy Smith,
for the mission for nine monMrs.
thodist Church, Murray, esti- important part of the musical
Tommy
Carroll
Tommy
Laverne
Carroll
Graham, Milton WalAmigo one of the outside dogs mates that
ths, was bitterly disappointed
he has conducted offerings.
ston, Ryan Graham, Noble Hophas a new home. Miss Sheila more than one thousand, three
about the eleventh-hour replace
Now
in
his
25th
year,
Slashan
kins, and Charles C. Stroud.
Hutchens and family came by hundred and
ment. But tenet astronaut Donten anthems since has directed choirs in Nast:Nine,
interment will be in the' MurThursday and got him. We still starting his career in
ald K. Slayton mid he "jumped
1945
at
Rochester
and
for
five
years,
ray Menteorial Gardens with
have Lucky and her pups. The the Andrews Methodist Church
in like a beaver" to help Swidirected the First Christian
the ernangernents by the lilapups are not ready to move as in Grafton, West Virginia.
tertCet ready today despite
Church Choir of Murray, before
lock.Colernan
Funeral
Home
yet.
letdown.
Shahan started directing the starting his work at the First
where friends may call.
moonport
ItaminglY
and
rernained
slayton wt
at
choir at the old First Method- United Methodist Church seven
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tommy
Carroll board a plane at 11:00 a.m.,
Folks already mowing their ist Church in Grafton (Mother Yell/mato.
him
of
Carroll
Volkswagen, Chest- for New York. They will spend on his own
yards. We called Jim McCuiston Church of Mother's Day) while
C.
E.
today.
Brendan, Jr.
Also an hand
Prof. Shahan is Director of
nut Street, Murray, have been Saturday night and Sunday for the
the other day to get our mow- attending college. The church
launching was Lovell's
University Bands, Chairman of which is a plan whereby the
selected by Volkswagen of morning in New York and will wife,
er ready for the summer. Yard is now a Mother's Day shrine
Marilyn, who has seen her
the Freshman Theory Depart- school physical facibities will he
America,
located
in
the
New
leave
by
now.
plane
mowing
husband
at
4:45
p.m.
Sunneeds
prepare for three preand supported by the state of ment and teaches theory, ad- In use the year round.
Jersey, and Midwestern Volks- day for Germany. _
(Continued on Page Two)
West Virginia as a historical vanced arranging, and instru- Interested persons are invitThe
funeral
wagen
arrangements
of
Columbus,
for
Ohio,
which
Slate
Fifty-five dealers and their
Have you noticed? All the
land mart.
mental conducting. His school- ed to attend the meeting and Mrs. Jessie Williams remain in- is the distributor or Murriy, wives from the United States
Colored Juncoes are gone.. Just
Since Mother's Day was start- ing has been at Fairmont State reservations for the dinner complete. The body is being re- for a two weeks paid tour of
will be participating in the tour.
like that. They went thataway, ed at the Grafton church, the
College, (W. Va.) West Virginia should be made by Monday by turned to the Max H. Churchill Germany.
•
Carroll is the only dealer from
he said, pointing toward the choirs under Shahan would pre. University,
Funeral
Home,
Peabody
College
in
They
calling
preVance,
Murray,
Mrs.
left this morning for Kentucky selected.
Odelle
where
north star.
scat each year, an hour long • Nashville and The Eastman sident of the club.
friends may call after six p. m. Louisville, where they will
The tour will include a day
on
nation-wide radio broadcast over School of Music in Rochester,
Sunday.
Mr. Brandon received his A.
Funeral services for James
in Wolfsburg, which is the main
We were pleased to see a Pur- the Mutual Radio Network with
Mrs.
Williams, age 80, died
New York.
B. in Education in 1951 frora
factory for Volkswagen and also E. Gramm of Mayfield were held
ple Finch rooting around in the outstanding personalities taking
The recipient of many hon- the University of Kentucky. He Thursday at the North Detroit
another factory located in Han- Friday at two p. m. at the Rofeeder this week.
part in the programs. "Songs ors, Shahan was elected t o attended Columbia University. General Hospital, Detroit, Mich.,
over.
Also included in the tour berts Chapel, Mayfield, with
My Mother Taught Me" and Who's Who Among Students in New York, 1964-1966, and is a arid the wife of the late Graves
will be a boat trip on the Rhine Rev. Terry Clapp officiating.
United l'r••• Int•reatioosi
A pretty sight yesterday. A RuAmerican Colleges and Univer- graduate of the Principles of Williams of Calloway County
Pallbearers were Bill SulliRiver, a visit to East Berlin,
fous Sided Towhee in the feed- ja..
Survivors are three daughters,
sities, was President of the Stu- Management at the Institute for
Hamburg. Frankfurt, Nuren- van, Jini Sullivan, Eddie Gream,
er and a male Cardinal on fop /U1
Kentucky: Fair to partly clou- bourg.
dent Body at Fairmont where Organization Management, Mich- Mrs. Curt Willoughby of MurClyde Brown, Wayne Greens,
of it.
he also lettered in basketball. igan State University, 1967-1969. ata Route Four, Mrs. Mary Auito dy and a little warmer niost
and Russ Wolfe. Burial was in
and
Mrs.
places
today.
Kathryn Brlow of DePartly cloudy to
He was awarded a teaching felHe has held previous posit
the Maplewood Cemetery at
Now If you are wondering what
troit,
Mich.; three sons, J. D. cloudy and warmer tonight and
"What We Owe" will be the lowship in theory at the East. ions with the Wayne County and
Mayfield.
those beautiful trees blooming
man School of Music and was Monticello Boards of Educat- Graves, Jr., and Hillis Williams. Sunday. A chance of showers
Gream, age 94, died at the
all over town are, they are subject of the sermon by Bro.
all
of Detroit, Mich ; one
Parkview Convalescent Center,
slater. extreme south portions Sunday.
Magnolia Soulangeanas. The Bill Threat for the 10:40 a. m. active in Phi Mu Alpha and ion and with the American Can, Mrs.
Emmy Emerson of Mur- 'gh today upper 603 and 70s.
Paducah on Thursday. He was
blooms are lightish purple. service at the Seventh and Pop- Kappa Psi Music Honories. His cer Society. He is a member of ray; one
brother, Carl Christen- Lows tonight mostly mid and
advanced teachers have been several state committees and
a retired carpenter. He was a
Frost gets them many times, lar Church of Christ.
Revival services will be held former championship
The scripture from Titus Doctors Weldon Hart, Roy Har- serves as councilman for the berry of Murray Route One; 18 upper 40s.
checker
but this year they hit it just
at
the
Crandchildren;
United
13 great grandPentecostal player and at one time tied in
right One of the prettiest we 2 1-8 will be reed by Brown ris, Kent Kennan, Howard Han- City of Woodlawn Park, Jeffer- children.
Church
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
at New Concord start- a game with the world chamson, Bernard Rogers and Fred- son County.
have seen is at Story and Whit. Crouch.
Extended outlook for Ken- ing Sunday. April 12, and con- pion.
The subject for the six p. m. erick Fennell.
Brandon is married and th*Y
nell. There are many over the
tucky Monday through Wednes- tinuing through Friday, April _Survivors are two scans, MalMURRAY MET
An active member of ASCAP have three children, Sheila, z
city however which add to the cverung service will be "MeasThe Murray Lind of the Nat- day:
24.
ures of the Spirit". The scrip- since 1957, his many composit- student at Murray State Univer
colm of Mayfield and James
beauty of our town.
ional Hairdressers and Cosmeto- Chance of rain and thunderture from Romans 1:6-17 will ion commissions include: "Sing, ally, Ches, and Carol.
The - evangelist will be Rev. Herbert of Garland, Texas; one
logists will be held Monday, showers' Monday diminishing Joseph Campbell, of Browni,- daughter, Mrs. Cletus
Rejoice Unto The Lord", AnThe committee in charge
Sullivan,
New, Ivo a little later you will he read by Floyd Garland.
them of Dedication, commiss- the program on Thursda is April 13: at seven p.m. at the Tuesday Mild through Wednes- field, Texas. The services will of Mayfield; two brothers, Roy
Announcements
will
be
by
bloom,
Magnolia
in
another
see
Murray
Joa Thornton and the song ser- ioned by the First Methodist composed of Mrs.'Alberta K
Beauty Shop, Chestnut ay. Highs mostly in the mid be held each evening at -7:30. and Wilbur Gream, both of
this one with real purple
Street. Dorothy Rielienzikkettit Mond
vice will be tad by Josiah Dar- Church, Murray, Kentucky; chairman, Miss ,Rulh
NHCA President will, be pre. s Wens,
IsontInuml en Page Two) nall.
U
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.3)
of Dexter; nine grandchildren;
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Apollo 13 Gets Go Ahead
As Swigert Passes Tests

escue Squad Answeril
Racers Put Two
Calls Yesterday
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Set For
1. Today
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Murray
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SInkmR S rin Pastorium
Be Dedicated Here On Sunday

Murray State Is
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rs. branam iiies
Friday Afternoon

Two Car Collision Is
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C. E. Brandon, Jr.
Is B&PW Speaker
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Paul W. Shahan Has Conducted
Over 1300 Anthems In Career

Mr. And Mrs. Tommy Carroll
Selected For Tour Of Germany
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James E. Gream Rites
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-
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

I C. B. Tucker Rites
Scheduled For Sundae

CITY ORDINANCE

Heart Disease Is Leading
Cause Of Death In Kentuckyg

PUBLISHED by LEDG611 & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc, Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Callow/al Melee, and
(Continued From Pane 1)
The Times-Herald, October 10, MA and the West Kentucktan,
The funeral for C. B. Tucker
ORDINANCE NUMBER 518, of Murray shall be made avail
January 1, 1942.
of Kirkaey Route One will be
Excellent Are Thy BELNG AN ORDINANCE ES- Mile to the CommIssion
"How
1114 N. VA Street, Murray, Kentucky ern
A HUMAN its request for such services held Sunday at two p.m. at the
Works", Anthem of Dedication, TABLISHING
commissioned by the Lutheran RIGHTS COMMISSION FOR information in the possession chapel of the J. H. Churchill
JAMES C WILLLAINS, PUBLISH=
in 1967, and 1,232 infant deaths,
Church and Student Center, CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC- of any department, board, or Funeral Home with Rev. Lloyd FRANKFORT, Ky.- Diseases
We reserve the right to reject any AdverUsing, Letters to the Editor,
Wilson and Rev. Tom Smith- of the heart continue to be the 125 less than the previous year. KY.
Murray
150",
Kentucky;
City
"Psalm
of
agency
of
the
Murray,
or Public Voice items union, in our opinion. are not for The ellea
down
WHEREAS, the Common shall be furnished to the Com- mier officiating.
leading cause of death for Ken- Live births totaled 56,435,
commissioned by the West KenMlle/eat of our readers.
stillMore
1967.
from
35
by
Alton
will
be
Pallbearers
•
Ccamcil
of
and
the
the mission upon its request, and
tuckians, according to the justMayor
tucky Chapter of The American
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1509 Organist Guild; "The Stubble- City of Murray, Kentucky find to the extent permitted by law. Swift, Jimmy Hayes, Charles released 1968 Kentucky vital st- births occurred -828, compared;..
stadmion Ave, Memphia, Tenn., Time & Life Bldg, New York, N.Y., field Story", an opera commiss- that prejudice sod the practice Upon the refusal of the direc- Smith, Willie Wade Joseph, atistics report from the State to 773 in 1967.
mieiiiienson Inds.. Detroit. Mich.
It was estimated that Kenioned by the Murray Chamber • ctienrimination against any tor or bead of any department, Hugh Swift, John B. Smith, Department of Health in Franktucky's population increased 5.4...
Clay Darnell, and Earl Wade fort.
asdiviciutal
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group
because
of
agency
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the
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to
board,
DevoIn
Commerce;
"One
of
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
tion" commissioned by The Fed- race, creed, color or national fiumsh any information which Crick. Burial will be in the ML Heart disease more thaii doub- percent from July 1, 1958, to
transmission as Second Class Matter
eration of Women's Clubs of anigin, is contrary to good pub- has been requested by the Coin- Cannel Cemetery with the ao led the second runner, cancer. July 1, 1968, a growth from
SUBSciPTION BATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g, per Kentucky; "A Splash Of Splen- lic policy and detrimental to =SAM, the matter shall be rangements by the J. H. Chur- In 1968, deaths from heart dis- 3,032,400 in 1958 to 3,195,500
Month 41.a2. In Cauoway and adjoining counties, per year, 45.40; dor", commissioned by the :he Peace, Progress and welfare referred to the Mayor who shall chill Funeral Home where fri- ease numbered 12,974. The rate in 1968.
Total records for 1968 show
Zones 1 & A, $14.Uti, iumewhere eittou. All service subscriptions 48-00. Humboldt, Tenn. High School 4 the City, and
determine whether such infor- ends may call.
was 406 deaths per 100,000 popWHEREAS, the lack of full mation shall be furnished to
Tucker, age 89, died Friday
321
+
Lincoln Heritage
Band;
"The
ulation, a rise over the 1967
Outstanding Civic Arm a a Community la the
Trail", commissioned by the participation of any individual the Commianion, and the deci- at the Murray-Caaoway County rate of 387.7 . Death from heart 32,499 martiages and 9,733 divIntegrity of Us Newspaper"
by
Commission, ii the privileges of tall mem- sion al the Mayor shall be fi- Hospital.
Sesquicentennial
ranked first in the orces. Marriages increased
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. disease also
4,87'7 from the 1967 number,
Inc. Illinois and 'The Academic- bership in the community re- at&
national
with
the
United
States
SATURDAY - APRIL 11, 1970
Ceremonial Overture", comm- tards the progress of the comSutton II. The Commission Emma Lou Tucker of Kirkaey rate of 372.9 being lower than that while divorces decreased by 1,issioned by Murray State Uni- a:amity, and affects the general shall have the power to adopt Route One; one daughter, Mrs. In the Commonwealth.
805.
versity for the inauguration of well being of all its citizens, rules to govern its proceedings. Allene Ray of Norris, Tenn.;
Illegitimacy increased 74,0
neoplasms
(cancer)
Malignant
and
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, fifth preThe meetings of the Commis- three sons, Charles, James, and claimed the lives of 5,036 Ken- percent from 1958-1968. IllegitiWHEREAS. ke Woo silimona
sident of Murray State Univerbe opened or closed Prentice Tucker of KirkseY tucldans in 1968. The state's rate mate births totaled 4,851 for
EADGER & 27010111 MLR
land to implement a amalreettve sion shall
sity.
public
as it may deem Route One; two brothers, Hiram of 157.6 compared favorably with 1968.
the
to
Joe Casey, age 69, Carter 0. Brandon, age 82, and Randolph
Tucker of Murray and Corbett
As Director of Choirs at The approach to the prelims in- best in its discretion.
the national rate of 159.6. Cancer
volved 31:1 improving inter-group
Tucker of Nashville. Tam., son of Mrs. E. A. Tucker of
Section 12. The Commission Tucker of Hardin; ten grand- is also the second leading cause
Murray, rat United Methodist Church
inter-racial relations leadare the deaths reported today.
children.
of Murray, Prof. Shahan dirSi
it
dooms
inset
as
often
Mail
of death across the nation.
Airman Second Class Delbert Newsome recently arrived at ects the Chancel Adult Choir, ing to the elimination of dieVOLKSWAGEN HONORS
necessity.
Cerebrovascular disease (st- LOCAL-SALESMANOsan Air Base, Korea.
Wers Choir, The Wesley crinzinatory practices in the
Commisioa
'His
&WWI
13.
cause
leading
City.
rokes),
the
third
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Shipley of Murray Route Five are the parents Choir and the Carol Choir.
shall elect a secretary, a treasof death in Kentucky and the Unitof a baby girl born at the Murray Hospital.
Ed Carroll, sales manager for
NOW THEREFORE, BE TT urer, and such other officers,
ed States, numbered 3,860,arate Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.,
Evangelist Paul Hall of Parkersburg,W. Va., will preach in a gosORDAINED BY THE COMMON except the Chairman, who shall
was
of 120.8, slightly lower than the honored recently at a
pel meeting at the College Church of Christ April 13-20.
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF have been dengnated by the
Volkswagen
but
higher
in
Kentucky,
1967
rate
Awards Banquet in Cincinnati.
MURRAY, KENTU(KY, AS Mayor, as it shall deem races.
than the 1968 national rate oi Ohio, sponsored
eiwy. The Chairman of the ComFOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
by Midwestern
Final rites for Mrs. Anie 104.8.
VW Corporation, distributor for
Section 1. That there is here- mission shall appoint such Coal- Jewel Hutchens of Murray
Accidents, fourth on the list Volkswagen
by established a City of Mur- tattiest; as the rules of the Com- Route Seven will be held today
products in Kentucky
mission shall provide and such at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel of of cause of death, were the first and Ohio.
LEDGER•TOMS YHA
ree
Human
Rights
Commission
Several cases have been disaged
for
citizens
cause
of
death
from
11PeCiii
00mmittees
other
Section 2. The ageuniasion
Carroll was named a Fellow
the-.Max IL-Churchill. _Funeral
posed. of in .the Calloway C,oun-ef-Backasbarg fa VallovArthanty rrairtad today.
1eitifft-eamPosed.....ne fifteen time to time as the Commission Home with Bro. Terry Sills and 1.throng!) 34. in the 5 through In the Volkswagen Sales Guild for
_1.
117
-teOoirrt isfludge Robereff. Wil- (15)
the
second
age
group,
24
years
members. The members may deem necessary in order Bro. Paul Poyner officiating.
that he had seen and heard something resembliog a "Flying Saucer" ler
meeting his sales objective in
during the past week. Re shalt be appointed
leading cause of death was can- 1969.
by the May- to carry out the purposes of
at his home last week.
Serving as pallbearers will
cords show the following oc- or who shall select
persona who this Ordinance.
New officers of the Calloway County Branct the Association of curred:
James Kuyltendall, Howard cer.
Section 14. The Mayor is au- be
Accidental deaths during 1968
are nearly as possible represenChildhood Education are Miss Kathleen Patterson, Mrs. Thomas
Thurston Furches, Bill
Mstheny,
Jimmy Dale Hale, Hazel tative of the several social,
ec- thorized to allocate adequate of- Dodson, Thomas Pickard, and totaled 2,212, a rate of 69.2,
Redden, Mrs. Mavis McCarriLsh, and Mrs. James C .erbey.
Route Two, reckless driving, anornice- reggicius,
slightly higher than in 1967, and Consecutive goal record
cultural, fice space and to provide the
Parking meters are being installed onNorth 4thStreet as a result fined $100.00 costs
$13.50; State ethnic, and racial groups which necessary facilities in the City Rev. Max Bailey.
over the national rate of 55.8.
at City Council action. Other meters are being installed on Maple Police.
Sinking
the
be
in
Burial
will
DETROIT-(UPI)-The Detroit
comprise the population of Hall for said Commission if the
The largest category was motor
Street and near the Post OFFICE.
Elbert Hicks Tidwell, Benton Murray, Kentucky. In addition, office space and facilities are Spring Cemetery with the ar- vehicle
Red Wiags hold the National.
numbering
accidents,
H.
Max
rangements by the
_g. and Mrs. Chester Thomas, 304 North 6th Street, are the Route Four, concealed deadly each
member shall be a resi- available.
1,026, up from the 1967 total of Hockey League record for most
parents of a baby girl born April 7.
weapon, amended to disorderly dent of the City of Murray, Section IS. If any provision of Churchill Ftuieral Home where
consecutive goals in one game,.
995,
conduct, fined $20.00 costs Kentucky.
this Ordinance or applicatimi of friends may call.
Other totals for accidental and 15, in a 15-0 rout of the New
67,
died
age
Hutchens,
Mrs.
$18.51:1; City Police.
York Rangers in 1944 at Detroit,
Section 3. Initially the mem- such provision or provisions to
Obid Burkeen, Almo Route bers of the Commission shall any person or circunistenoe shall Thursday at the Murray-Callo- violent deaths during 1968; falls,
du:owning
and
sub387;
fire,
195;
was
She
Hospital.
County
way
One, improper passing, fine of be appointed to serve for a be held to be invalid, the re-.
$10.00 suspended, costs of term al one (1) year, and mem- =tinder of the Ordinance or the wife of Basil Hutchens who mersion, 106; firearms ,46; suiLEDGER & TIMES FILE
this year. cide, 368 (compared to 350 in
$18.50 paid; State Police.
n0000•0000000000000
bers appointed after the origin- the application of such provision died on January 25 of
Kenneth Maubray, Mayfield, al appointment shall serve Los
persons, or circumstances Survivors are four daughters, 1967); homicide, 280(an increase
Mrs. James Owen and Mrs. over the previous year's 235.)
Dr. J. R. Phillips, age 82. Almo physician, Mrs. Emma Owen, cold checking, fined $7.50 costs a term of one (1) year each. other than those as to which it James Neale of Murray, Mn.
Influenza and pneumonia were
ere 71, sod Charlie N._ begai_age 54, are the deaths reported $18.50, restitution of ;10.00; Members may be eligible for shall have been held to be in- •
iii Ai fl't
----- — reappoin'atent fcr additional •
Sheriff.--Mall not be affected rail Etheridge of Benton Route the next highest killers with 1,254
Ida week
Reading
of
Bill
Mrs.
One,
and
deaths,
a
rate
of
39.2,
up
from
the
thereby.
Terry Dale Hughes, Mayfield terms.
Rieke Clark, 14 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Clark and
* ENDS TODAY*
Route Two, reckless driving, Section 4. A quorum shall can. Section 16. This Ordinance Waverly, Kansas; one son, 1967 rate and higher than the
:tampion speller of Calloway County, will represent the county in
Mall become effective upon its ames Hutchens of Murray national rate of 34.9 for the same
fined $100130 costs $13.50; State sist of eight (8) members.
"TAKE THE MONEY
be state spelling contest at Louisville.
Police.
Section S. Members Mall ser- fissal passage by the Common Route One; two brothers, Hom- year.
AND RUN"
Miss Miriam McClrath and Billy Jones, both of Murray, will
Mich.,
Oak,
er Rayburn of Royal
Others in the top ten were:
Jimmy Ferguson, Murray ve without compensation, but Council.
lave a part on the program at the State I3SU convention at Ashland
nd Joe Rayburn of Farming- dLthetes, 692; diseases of early
COMMON C.OUNCIL,
Route Six, sale of alcoholic bev- subject to the approval of the
41.41W-.
torn 113-21.
eao: wateriosolea.oata.
ton Route One; twelve granderages in dry option territory, Ccituroon Council and within the
CITY OF MURRAY,
Miss Dorothy Workman daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Work- fined ;100.00 costs $13.50, given limits imposed by the
hildren; two great grandchll- 605; emphysema, 452; other disSun. - NM.;-T
KENTUCKY
budget,
n.
man, was married to Milburn Dunn, son orbit. and Mrs. Hallet 30 days in Jail suspended on they shall be allowed their neceases of arteries, arterioles and
BY: Helmer Erns, Moor,
)unn, on April 6.
City out Murray, Kentucky
capillaries, 391. In each instance
condition that he not traffic in essary expenses attenciant upon
The
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk on alcohol beverages and he be their duties.
ADOPTED ON FIRST READthe Kentucky rate was slightly
April 5 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Grover Wood James on April 6. recognized on his own bond of
higher than the national rate. most
Section 6. The Mayor shall ING ON THE 9TH DAY OF
9
designate one at the members APRIL, 1970.
Resident deaths from all cau- cataclysmic
$500.00 for one year.
ses were 32, 958. There were 14
Wilson Keeling, Jr., Benton, at said Coinmasian as Chair- ATTEST:
event in Man's
maternal deaths. two more than
speeding, fined $10.00 costs man who shall serve as Chair- Stanford Andrus
history!
MAYFIELD,
Ky.,
April
10
man
at
the pleasure of the Clerk, City of Murray,
$18.50; State Police.
Mrs.
Willie
Jo
Boaz,
91,
died
Kentucky
Kenneth Larry Durham, Col- Mayorlege Station, Murray, speeding, - Section 74. The Commission
ITC at her home in Walla at 5
p.m. Thursday.
The Lord is my shepherd I shall not want.-Psalm 23:1, fined $10.00 costs $18.30; State shall endeavor to promote
and
Survivors include four sons,
God provides for the needs of each one of us.
Police.
secure mutual understanding
Harvyl Boaz, Paducah, Jack
Bruce L Pritchett, Dexter and respect among all econBoas, Sedalia, Richard H. Boaz,
Route One, improper passing, omic, social, religious, ethnic,
Hospital Report
ALMANAC
Montrose, Calif., and A. G. Boaz
fined $10.00 costs $1&50; State and racial groups in the City
Jr., Montebello, Calif.; one
olice.
of Murray, and shall act as
* New installment
(Continued From Pigs 1)
daughter, Mrs. Dean Collier,
William P. Moths, Samburg, councihabor in controversies in- By United Press International
* Repairs
Fulton;
one
brother,
Sid
Hollolicense,
finoperator's
enn.,
no
volving
inter-group
ADULTS 102
and
interblooms. This is Magnolia Nigra.
* Pumping
Today is Saturday, April 11, way, Graves County; one sister,
d $10.00 costs 418-50; State racial relations. The CommistURSERY 3
(Licensed. State Health
sion shall cooperate with Fed- the 101st day of 1970 with 264 to Mrs. Dalton Doran, Murray; ten
1PRIL 8, 1970
These are hybrids, we think.
grandchildren, 15 great- grandDepartment)
eral, State and other City ag- follow.
The moon is jtween its new children, and two great-greatencies in an effort to develop
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
We have a regular Magnolia
ALL TYPES BACKHOE
grandchildren.
harmonious inter-group and in phase and last quarter.
which we hope will bloom this
WORK
The morning star is Jupiter.
Funeral services are schedrelations and shall
Mrs. Lena Phillips and Baby year.
The evening stars are Mercu- uled for 2:30 p.m. Sunday at
endeavor to enlist the support
Icy, Rte. 4, Benton.
of civic, naligous, labor, indus- ry, Venus, Mars and Saturn.
Gene Steely
the Byrn Funeral Home with
trial. and commercial groups On this day in history:
Gene McKnight officiating.
DISMISSALS
Bldg. Cont.
sound report
and civic leaders dedicated to
In 1898 President William Burial will be in Lebanon Ceme(Continued From Paget 1)
the
asked
Congress
McKinley
to tery.
improvement of inter-group
CHICAG()
Phone 753-7551
Mrs. Patricia Schinella, Shady
(UPI)- War I 0)A,
)aks Tn. Crt. No. 40, Murray; Are they good or bad? Marvin loos spaceflights - including and interacial relstioos and the declare war on Spain.
Southside Shopping Center
's first flight to the moon. elimination of discriminatory In 1947 Jackie Robinson
Donna Harrington, 324 Glass, designer of toys since
Ars
played for the Brooklyn Dodgiacksburg Rd., Mayfield; Obie 1939, answers the questions this Itaise's wife, Mary, stayed practices.
TRUCK FIRE
Section 7-b. The Commission ers in an exhibition game
oine in Houston to watch the
Aitchuson, Dexter; Mrs. Thelma way:
The Murray Fare Departmeot
shall
receive
New
blastoff
on
the
York
against
Yankees.
complainta,
cootelevision.
Swigert
largrove, Rte. 1, Dexter; Claude
"Realistic toy guns, adver
was called to a truck fire yesauct
-horn, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs.Connie tiled realistically, convey the is a bachelor and his parents, ings, investigation, hold hear. It was the first time a Negro terday at 5:45 p. m. on the
Or
make
and Mrs. J. Leonard awlstudies
and have had played in mar league Concord Road. Dry chemical was
touth, 1214 College Ct.. Murr- idea that violence is a legitimate
gart of Denver, also decided to such studies made as will ea baseball.
y; Mrs. Jeanette King, 405 So, persuader."
ible the Commission to carry In 1966 Guam-based U.S. B-52 used to extinguish the flames.
stay home.
The firemen were back at the
ab St., Murray; Mrs. Shirley Ut.
out the purpose of this Ordi bombers struck Vietnam for
station by 8:05 p. m.
ey, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Martha
MOIL
time,
first
the
lughes, 501 Chestnut, Murray;
Section 7-c. The Commission In 1968 President Lyndon
Ars. Bessie Waldrop, 1603 Ryan
shall recommend to the Mayor Jotuison ordered 10,000 resert ye., Murray; Mrs. Lee Higgins,
and to the Common Council
to active duty and' set a
McCuiston,
Dexter;
Bob
le. 1,
such legislation as may be nec- vists
NOW YOU KNOW
ceiling of 649,500 on U.S. troop
.03 Olive, Murray; Edgar C. WI.
isssary to accomplish the pur. strength in Vietnam.
Fifty-five thousand persons
items, Rte. 1, Almo;Otho White,
poses of this Ordinance.
are born every day in India, a
--:te. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Nell Maness,
Section 7-4.. The Cornminion A thought for the day: Gen. country with only 2.4 per cent
1'7 Murray Crt., Murray.
shall submit an annual report Douglas MacArthur said, of the world's land niass which
on March 1 of mach yew to the "There is no Mbstitute for supports 14 per cent of the
world's population.
Mayor and to the Common victory."
ADULTS
99
Council.
NURSERY
4
Section 7-e. The Commimioo,
April 9, 1970
on behalf of the City of MurNewborn Admissions
ray, may accept grants and do- Realism in Toyland
Baby Boy Crossett (Mother,
nations from foundations and
ars Cecelia Crossett), 303 No.
NEW
YORK (UPI) others for the purpose of car-2th St., Murray.
Dolls that pucker up and kiwi,
✓ying out its functions.
April F, 1170 Clismissals
dolls that blow bubbles, dolls
Michael Thurmond, Hale's
Section S. The Commiasion that tumble came to l'osiand
faller Court, Murray; Miss
shall prepare annually a budget in the 60%. In the decade ahead,
:Ulna C. Thomas, 403 No. 14
Because AAtrex'80W herbicide is the No.1 killer
for the ensuing fiscal year, and dolls will become even wore
Murray; Leonard Walker,
of weeds. It kills almost all grass and broadleaf •
shall submit such budget to the re,alistic, buyers altentling the
Rt. 6, Murray; Miss Judy Garweeds,and it does it by the thousands.
Mayor and the Common Coun- 67th annual Toy Fair here were
land, 319 So. 13th St., Murray;
Corn loves AAtrex because AAtrex lets corn grow,
cil for their approval.
bliss Tone Lovett, Rt. 1, Desand grow,with all the moisture and nutrients it wants.
Sectier(1. All budgetary exmore ticqihisticated dolls
er; Mrs. Violet Willersoo, Rt.
While allowing you to cut down the number of
penditures shall be authorized will Mow about as doll makers
2, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Master
by the, Commission which shall tor more miniaturisation of eleccultivations.
atunas Wierchioch, 311 College
elect one of its members as
And only one AAtrex application a season does
;ourt, Murray; Robert Dick, Rt.
tric circuitry - raw of the fringe
treasurer
treasurer.
shall benefits of the space
The
all this.
i, Murray; Master Barry Smithprogram.
operational
approve
expendi- The dolls will lor iirogranimei
Let us tell you more about hov‘to apply;and when to
nire, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Helen
tures, and he shall make a semi.
iargrove, 915 No. 18th St., Murapply, this No. I killer of weedh—AAtrex.
ill whirls almost all 1111robots,
annual-financial report to the
Ray Smith, Rt. 2, Murray;
What's
Comm.ssion. Copies of such emus actions are pi ossil
Mrs. Goldia Curd. RL 8, blurIIII•rr, these autbins will lw trig
annual
financial
report
,ray; Mrs. Clara Paschall, Rt. 4.
11 be sent to the May and irreil not by pulling strings or
-Murray, Mrs. Bess Jones, Kirkturriaig buttons, last in resporisr
K.•1Iy. T,,,,, niy
BOXER
DUCK
DOESN'T
FOtGET
TO
the
Common Council.
PHONE 345 2225
oezi. mass Roby Simpson. 1206
r in Menipliis, Trlin anti I tOnalehijonifil
ill liVi KC
change in
I hick :sr..
Section
10.
The
services
of
all
SEE
US
ALSO
FOR
YOLIE.COMPLETE.LINE OF
Olive, Murray; Kra Jewel Hut
rlarld's VIIII 110111. 1.1.
pals ....t. sle.-p Ant plat tog..1
her departments of the City
:hens despised), RL 7, Murray.
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grabbing a one-stroke lead
Urday, he homed in his jet and
rushed to Washington to hay
AUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI)- Make dinner with President Nixon,
no mistake about it: Arnold then back to Greensboro,
To complicate matters, the
Palmer is still "king" here at
was in the low 30s
temperature
the Masters.
Sure, it's been a half-dozen when he teed off Sunday mornyears since Arnie last won, bat ing and cold weather is someMasters fans, many of whom thing a man with bursitis can
were right here when Palmer certainly do without.
was winning every other year, "The cold undoubtedly had a
have long memories. Ask 'em. great effect on third - round
They'll tell you, just as thel play," Palmer said. "In additold you last year or the year tion, I picked up a slight col
somewhere over the weekend.
before last, "Arnie's due."
"It all combined to hamper
On one point, even people
who are not members of my Putting," Palmer went on.
"Arnie's Army" must agree: "I thought I putted well enough
Arnold Palmer is still a superb those first two rounds but I just
didn't putt well at all those last
golfer,
The ability is still there; it's 36 holes.
"I made only one putt as long
the stamina that has become
- questionable. Palmer isn't mak- as eight feet Sunday and three
ing many of those late charges putted five times."
What it all boils down to is
—that made him a household
that Arnold Palmer obviously
name a decade ago.
After all, we're speaking of a needs to pace himself if he is to
40-year-old man with bursitis in win another Masters title, He's
his hip and a lot more business still capable of playing an outon his mind these days than standing round on any go
day, but mustkbe well rested if
Pit
he is tit' put four good rounds
Only Four-Timer
This doesn't turn off the faith- together.
No one is more aware of this
ful. They figure that the still
dashing Palmer, who became than Arnie. That's why he
on
the Masters' Only four-time skipped practice entirely
champion when he won in Monday,
1958-60-62-and-64, will also be "I felt I needed the rest more
come the masters first five-time than the practice," Palmer said.
champ- and why not this year? "I can use about 10 hours sleep
The moments of brilliance a night."
.4111 burst through. ll's „been
---tottrttve months liffeh he woe
the Heritage and Diplomat classics back to back and barely a
month since he twice tied the
course record in the Citrus Invitational with 8-under-par 64s.
And how about this past week
at Greensboro? There was
TALLADEGA, Ala. (UPI)-..
HERE WE GO AGAIN-Mils mini-skirted fan jumped down
Arnie out there ahead of the Cale Yarborough's white and
just before opening game
for
kiss
big
a
with
from the stands and ran up to home plate
GROUNDED"HAWK"-Ken "Hawk"Harrelson gets the feel of the bat
pack after opening rounds of 64 maroon Mercury, a frequent
but came for the opening game
training,
spnng
during
injured
was
Harrelson
in
Cleveland.
Frank Howard when the Washington slugger came to bat in the
and 67.
polo-sitter in grand national
-UPI Telephoto
But, as in the Citrus, Palmer competition for several years, between the Indians and Baltimore Orioles.
first inning of the season's opener here.
--UPI Telephoto
had to play the last 36 holes at is missing from the lineup for
Greensboro all in one day. And, Sunday's Alabama 500.
again, he wasn't quite up to the
Yarborough, of Timmonsville,
grind.
S.C., is expected to remedy that
"I got tired on Sunday,", situation today. Still, he will be
Palmer confessed. "That is, my starting farther back in the
hip got tired. I've been keeP1011 field than is usually the case.
The Her-Jac Stable, in whose It pretty well under control, but Qualifying for the race, which
pink and grey colors Kentucky 36 holes in one day just seem
is expected to be the first real
Derby candidate Naskra runs,
Los Angeles won without Wilt rebounds, and Jerry West, who is the racing name of brothers- to be too much."
chase over the new
Busy Weekend
in-law Richard Hersch and
Chamberlain during the regular had 19 points.
high-banked trioval, started
The Murray State track team
Even a younger, healthier Wednesday
Yarborough
and
season, But Lakers Coach Joe "We played much better Peter Jacobs of New York City.
run Memphis State in a dual
will
partner
a
hard.
is
been
who
have
Gordon,
Harry
Mullaney,
would
said
man
defensively,"
Mullaney gives the big man full
was sitting on the sidelines. An
also
Saturday at Memphis,
ownership,
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N
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comeback over the Phoenix looked hetter tiering the
00 1"'""
t-tris:a- tees at to,gobs iatut
D 5.118°
"
do was watch, "rGeler eel& "
river could"
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°
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See
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Schmidt
isn't
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of
Detroit
Naskra
this
Parsons
cally
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Benny
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playoffs
semifinal
earlier
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State
that Memphis
•
qualified his Ford Talladega for
National Basketball Association. have given any more than we programs.
Derby
Straight
50th
se,ason.
this
couldn't
we
and
of
him
without
"Her-Jac is a combination
the llth place Thursday, at
The Lakers defeated Phoenix. did
"Memphis has a fine team,"
Mrs. Irene B. Schmidt, St. 193.185 miles per hour,
night to have gotten along in the my name and my brother-in- Petersburg,
129-94, Thursday
her'
see
will
Fla.,
Hersch.
Murray Coach Bill Cornell said,
explained
law's,"
him."
without
playoffs
NBA
tilled
20
places
first
With
in
the
team
second
the
become
50th consecutive Kentucky DerHersch also tells how they by, May 2. "I stood on the steps by Wednesday and Thursday "and we'll have to perform at
The Lakers now go against
history to bounce back from a
our very best to have a shot at
He has a near the paadock entrance.
colors.
their
chose
finals
Western
the
in
Atlanta
The
qualifying, Yarborough will Lind
3-1 playoff deficit and win.
daughter and Jacobs has three when a young girl living at
them."
Hawks'
the
on
game
first
/STAY OUT OF TROUBLE...
with
Boston Celtics accomplished the
girls, so they selected pink in Elizabethtown, Ky., and say himself in unfamiliar surroundThat tte Racers are approachhome court Sunday night.
SAVE TIME AND WORRY...
feat in 1968.
deference to the children. Then Paul Jones beat Upset by a ings when the cars line up for ing top performance was evident
The New York Knicks went they matched pink with grey narrow margin (1920)," she the Alabama 500. If he makes it
Chamberlain, out most of the
Let BLOCK Prepare Your
KeituckyReof
the
at
University
session because they are in the metal said. "I've seen them all since today, he can be in no higher
season with knee surgery, through their practice
lays last weekend, when they won
business.
Baltiore
the
beating
present
from
my
since
and
that
one
place.
blocked
than
21st
picked off 27 rebounds,
openbox, 42 J third floor, since- Richard Brickhouse, winner the mile relay in school record
nearly a ckisen shots and was Bullets in a seven-game
Lawrin won (1938). I'm going of the driver-struck Talladega time and finished second in the
Long
streak
reported
and
playoff
round
high scorer with 30 points in the ing
to
continue to see the Derby
880 relay and in the 660-yard
Willis
Captain
LOS ANGELES (l`PI)-Dod- if I have to be in a wheelchair." 500 last fall, was lath to qualify dash.
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another
require
not
did
Reed
Ford
Torino
1970
a
in
Elgin
Thursday
from
help
got
also
Davis
fielder
Lakers
Willie
ger center
The mile relay won in 3:11,5
painful
at 188.363 m.p.h.
Baylor, who bagged eight of the shot of cortisone in his
had the longest batting streak Big boot
which beat the old Murray recoknee.
N.
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Tarr,
left
Don
Dr.
and
Lakers' fist 12 points
in thes maior leagues in 25 years
The yearly tax changes
BOTH $
YORK ((Ph) Nes Beach, Fla., was 13th in a rd by more than two seconds.
New York meet Milwaukee during the 1969 season when he
NEW
with 25 plus 14
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up of Lee Roy
hold no mystery for our FEDERAL
the
of
S t'%' Dodge
opener
their
at 183.034 This relay, made
Saturday in
Daytona
hit safely in 31 consecutive York jets' rookie. punter
Randy Smith, Ashman
Tax detectives. Our servEastern Division playoff finals. games. The modem National O
Elmo Langley's Ford McGinnis,
Neal broke a 46-year profes- m.p.h.,
'
AND
ice is fast, accurate and
when he Talladega filed the 14th spot at Samuels and Tommy Turner,
record
football
The Bucks - spent Thursday League record
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37 set by
cost STATE
is
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.
.
.
NCAA
dependable
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in
third
finished
also
night viewing films of their Tommy Holmes of the old Bos- made a 98-yard pup ,ineluilitv 179.366, and Bill Seifert, Sky.
h low. Save yourself needIndoor Meet.
previous game with the Knicics. ton Braves in 1945.
bounce and roll againkt the III-li- land, N.C., was 15th at 176.464,
less time and worry. See
placed second in the
Turner
1969
23,
Sept.
on
another
In
Talladega.
ver Broncos
BlOCK today.
a 1:19
with
UP
Kentucky
at
660
,
%aril
94
of
his
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Jabe Thomas claimed 16th
The previous record,
HeEddie
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880-relay
The
flat.
GUARANTS1
triumph,
Derby
%taw,
Anita
Santa
by
place in a 1969 Plymouth at
was set in 1923
tax
return.
every
We guarantee accurate preparatton of
arne, Samuels , McGinnis, and
Terlago moved into the fav(Fats) Henry of the Cant,,n 172.861 m.p.h. and Raymond
If we make ony errors that cost you any penalty or
orite role in the future book
th, Williams, Chapel Hill, N.C., Turner finished second with a
in
then
nterest, we will pay the penalty or interest
,Bulldngs,
Ohio,
on the Kentucky Derby, May
440
finished
relay
The
1:26.7,
National Football League r, was 17th at 171.195, in a 1968
2.
disquwas
41.4
but
a
with
third
ports the Rheingold
Ford.
Western support dropped
right away.
Arden, N.C., alified.
Cecil
Gordon,
By MiLTON-RICHMAN
istsreau.
the odds from 12-1 to 5:2 on
My own feeling is that Bowie
Distance runner Jim Krejci
filled 18th place at 169.850
UPI Sports Writer
the son of Torrent.
finished out of the money in the
Kuhn had a great "spring," he
America's la eat Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
Jimmy
a
in
Talladega,
m.p.h.
undefeated
Retired
This was the most signifthree-mile at Kentucky but for the
started fine, and then ran into a
kid,
was
a
East
Ga.,
Point,
As
Crawford,
(UPI)opening
YORK
the
NEW
in
icant change
NEW YORK - ((PI) I,.
week in a row cut 11
of a slump. But I haVe faith
180 in a 1970 Chevelle at second
line and reveals the high es- Bowie Kuhn, the
baseball bit
the late lio.
from the Murray record
seconds
Phone 753-9204
eekdays 9 a.m.-$ p.m. - Sat. 9-5
teem West fans hold Terlago. commissioner, used to work the in him and think he'll snap out Tunney and
Dub
Simpson,
161.970, and
Mercian()are the only two
of it.
in a In the event. The record now
20th
N.C.,
was
Charlotte,
My Dad George, winner of scoreboard
at old Griffith
T
NO APPOINTMEN NECESSARYgnommili
Kuhn took a lot of lumps weight boxing champion, to
stands at 14:12.8,
the Florida Derby, is second Stadium in Washington, and
1969 Chevelle at 161,685.
and
decision
undefeated,
,retire
McLain
the
after
down
coming
choice at 3-1,
with the munificient one
warranted, others
from 5-1. Silent Screen at along
the some were
3-1 on the opening line, went dollar a day they paid him
not. As disraeli said it is
were
KLEISER
FOSTER
bonus.
Senators also threw in a
up to 4-1.
critical
Kuhn far more easy to be
Bowie
permitted
They
Corn Off The Cob dropped
than it is to be correct, Looking
from 6-1 to 5-1 as a result to walk on the field before the bick now it would appear Kuhn
he
outfield
of
in
finish
patch
The
place
game.
second
of his
tried to do too many things
the Florida Derby. Nasltra is walked on was the very same
6-1 and George Lewis 8.1. one such giants as Babe Ruth, with his decision. He leaned
Other prices: Hard Work Ty Cobb and Sam Rice had over backwards trying to be
and Personality 10-1; Burd
fair. He leaned so tar in fact,
Alane, Cool Hand, High once roamed and maybe that he toppled over.
Echelon and Spotted Line doesn't sound like much of a
The commissioner has gone
15-1: and Admiral's Shield, bonus to you but to Bowie Kuhn
the
Cassie Red, Double Splash, It was. Besides how else was he out of his way to show
Executive Officer, Forays, going to get to the scoreboard? ballplayers he is not an
Plenty Old, Ring for Nurse,
"owners' man." The decision
Air conditioning was relativeSir Wiggle and Tenacious,
he reached in McLain case was
ly unheard of at the time and
Jr.. all 20-1.
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day how
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about that? Marvin Miller
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The Denny McLain decision
'
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sentiment
•
and the general
those who chose him too, isn't
afterward demonstrated that he?
or Dia a wiener
the climate could heat up
Bowie Kuhn has to do now is
1.11'1/R1', ‘lies. (1 1'1) suddenly for Kuhn even outside
PH. 753-4961
.
515 So. 12th ,•, et \
major a scoreboard. Now the Curt bear down harder. There's. no
long
a
be
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he
why
reason
113 Flood case is coming up. Kuhn
league games and liot
ball hitter. He's hdg enough
though troubled V1 itli a sore arm won't be called upon for •a
adyway, As he says hiinself,h
lvaglie
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thnaigh 1110St of his
decision in this one, at least rt
the power.
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haselkill career,
By DAVID MOFFIT
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Knights Templar
Aids Many With
Their Charities

„
11 allIS .011,•11.4.•

at

The Order Of Rainbow Girls
Builds Women Of Character

Knights of the Temple is a York
Rite Masonic body recognized by The Order of the Rainbow tar Is the Grand Worthy Advisor in
TIVIn Cities Loa
the plumed chapeau and Christian Girls was founded April 6, 1922 Kentucky.
chicato un't' Ct"cag°'
uniform they wear. Though they by W. Mark Stasoo with the first
Any girl who has attained her
receive little publicity, they are meeting being held in McAlester, twelfth birthday and not reached
also a charitable organization Oklahoma on that date. The first her eighteenth birthday may petidoing great things for the people Assembly instituted in Kentucky tion the Order of the Rainbow
Mexico City Unit
in this country and in their local was Louisville Assembly No. 1, for Girls for membership in the
communities.
Louisville Kentucky in 1943 by Assembly nearest her home. A
Every Knight Templar,the Ma- Mrs. Lorraine
Payne who at girl who does not have Masonic
'
sonic Fraternity, and the many present is serving as Stmreme affiliation must be a girl friend
Masoolcally Allied Organizatio- Hope of the Order and Simreme of a Rainbow Girl,
Unit
St. Louis unit
san r anclace
ns can be proud of what this Inspector in Kentucky.
A Rainbow Girl is taught to
great Humanitarian Charity is
Murray Assembly was institut- seek dignity of character, a condoing for people without regard ed on May 19, 1951 by Mrs.Payne ception of the higher things in
for race, creed, color, age, or and received a Charter August life, effective leadership,patriotnational origin.
15th, 1952 and became Murray ism, co-operation with others,
At this time 12,000 appiica- Assembly No. 19.
love of home, patience, punctuadoes for assistance have been
The Order became known as lity, friendship, and service. She
processed, many of them matte the International Order of the is encouraged to attend Sunday
to work, get about in their hom- Rainbow for Girls in 1956. There School and Church regularly and
es, recognize family or friends, are Assemblies in every State be of service in the community
s
and may have been cbodeed to a In the United States and in many when ever she can.
Ent,
Unit.
lifetime of darldiess, issd I not foreign countries.
The Girls of Murray Assembly
the assistance
She
An Assembly is sponsored by have several service projects
PennVitIVF belt ibr
Knights Templar Eye Fammikok, a Masonic Lodge or an Eastern each year. In 1969 they helped
to which each Knight contdbilli. Star Chapter. Murray Assembly with the March of Dimes campThe objective of this Fonds. No. 19 is sponsored by Murray aign, and visited the Westview
Um is for research, suited Star Chapter No. 433, Murray, Nursing Home and read the resitreatment and hospitallselille* Kentucky Sit his a membership dents their mall during the Holi-TR those who suffer from dieneelle of more lh1110 girls. Atpresent day Season. They also helped the
or injury to the eye, which if Miss Rosetta Robertson, a mem- Murray Calloway County Shrine
not treated might result in blind- ber of maw&
Intermountain Unit,
Club with their project for CriSail Lake
ness, and for the correction of
City, Utah
ppled Children. The work that
Strabismus - Cross Eyes in childhas been most rewarding to them
A GOAL
ren up to 16 years of age.
for several years now is the work
If we wogt won marble,
All anyone need do who needs
they do as Candy Stripers at
It will perish.
assistance in this field, is to
Murray Calloway County HospitIf we work upon brass,
contact any Knights Templar or
al. Several Rainbow Girls have
time will efface it.
Shriner in this community.
received certificates for serving
If we rear temples, they will more than 100 hours as a Candy
crumble to dust.
Striper and many ofthe girls have
Philadelphia,
—But ife irXtheo's 30 or more hours onthisproject.
Unit
Philadelphia
irnpidttal minds, if we imbue They also try to bring a ray of
%won Unit
min with high principles, with sunshine to the School of New
the just fear of God and love Hope of Murray and the Paraof their fellowman,we engrave on dise Friendly Home near Tri
those tablets something which no Ctty whenever they can. Many
time can efface,and which bright- of the girls complete charity
en and briglaten to all eternity. projects of their own each term.
— Daniel Webster The most recent project the Astembly has chosen is to help
the Murray Woman's Club collect
General Mills Coupons to be
Drama of Faith
exchanged for a kidney machine
for Murray.
To the Glory of God and
Modern Masonry is a wise and
well-equipped means of enriching
to All Humankind, Regardour lives. As individuals we need
JUST STARTING
IT WORKS
to learn that lesson.
The Masonic Journal of South
less of Race,Creed,or Color,
We need to learn more of the
Montreal
Africa
A mechanic was called in to repotential power of Freemasonry,
When a newly-made Brother is
Un4,Afentrik.014,-COIL
giant
a
of
mechanism
the
pair
SFInilers Hospitals for CripeAteNguismmi telescope. During the noon hour and more of how to make effective raised to the Degree of a Master
application of its beneficient in- Mason, he is apt to feel that he is
Springfield, Mass.
the chief astronomer came upon fluence
SPtingtield Unit,
pled Children Are Dedicated
in our daily lives.
a finished Mason. As a matter of
"What
the man reading the Bible.
Masonry, the superstructur e of fact, his experience has only just
good do you expect from that?" which
has been erected upon the begun. He has received the tools
vg;>
he asked. "The Bible is out of history
and tradition of the temp- and equipment of a mason, and
clab4 why you don't even know ba. or Solomon, bunt up through
their uses have been eciqplaisieal to
who wrote IL" The mechanic the ages a symbolism of its own him; now he is expected to apply
was puzzled for a moment, then
he looked up. "Don't you make by which the great truths of life the principles of life and conduct
inculcated durconsiderable use of the multi- and morality and the transcen- which have been
plication table in yoUr calcula- dent truth of immortality are pre- ing his apprenticeship and his
seated in a beautiful and impress- services as a F.C.
tions?"
,
ive manner.
The ceremonies , the lecsnns
Ualt.
Shreveport
The immortality of the soul and lectures of Masonry are the
"Yes,
of
course,"
returned the cannot be proved by science, nor school which fit men for practical
shivesaft, La..
Spokane Unit, Spokane, Wash
other.
_
demonstrated by logic; but only Masonry, a life of service and
realized by faith.
performance. These things are
Portland Unit,
Portland, Ore.
God can only be defined by not the end but the means. Con"Do you know who wrote it?"
"Why no, I guess I don't." faith. Science can neither deny ferring degrees Is like making
or affirm that God exists.— —
shoes. Shoes are of no use until
"Then," said the mechanic, Masonry teaches that we you wear them, and degrees are
"how can you trust the multipli- should have faith in ourselves, of no benefit until you apply the
cation table." "We trust it be- on our power to do good and to principles they inculcate.
In the orders and pleasures of
cause — well, it works," the as- thus exert a beneficent influence
by precept and example.
the lodge work, we are apt to extronomer finished testily.
We should have faith in our alt the ceremonials to the first
fellowman and in human nature, place and to worship the form ra.
"Well, I trust the Bible for the confidence in the honesty of ther than the substance. When
_
same reason—it just works."
men's capability of improve- asked what our Lodge is doing,
(Alberta, Canada) ment.
Los Angeles Unit,
we mention the number of initiaLos Angeles,
tes added to the Lodge,forgetting
Leaietto Unit'
Calif.
the real service to humanity
The Man Who Comes to the Shrine
which, as Freemasons, we are
"The man who comes to the Shrine has his Masonic origin
expected to render, and which is
In the Blue Lodge, where he was taught to reverence the
MORAL MUSCLES
the only justification of our proname of God and pray for guidance. He came on through one
fession.
Patrick Henry, who declared
of the Rites where his knowledge of the dignity of Masonry
Spreading the tight by bringing
was expanded, and the Shrine was provided for him as a
his views on the blessing of libnew and promising material withClark
place where he might join with his brothers for fun, Osmanli,
erty so forthrightly at a time
ITI/E5gatt
the0=
bY
in the range of its influence is
and amusement.
of the Eastern Star is founded upon
when such declarations were conThe creed of
worthy and commendable, but
"The Shrine was not and isnot given to Masons as a place
sidered something of a hazard
nobility of character and is associated with human sympathies and
for exercising practices that would not be tolerated In the
that is only elementary Masonic
to one's neck, also pointed out
understanding. Its treasures are the riches of the human heart, its
Masonic bodies, or which are taboo among gentlemen.
work. Looking after those who
that PRINCIPLES are something
virtue's ,the foundation of civilization. Its faith is the faith that inspires
"The 'brine stands for all of Masonry and for wholesome.
are in the Lodge, stimulating and
a
nation
cannot
keep
in
mothness in life.
all of us to do nobler and greater things. Its charity is as broad as the
encouraging their interest, is
balls if it is ewer to amount to
"It stands for letting in the sunshine on discouragement
universe.
quite as essential as the initiat'anything.
— and grief and woe and it would substitute hope for despair
If we, as members of this wonderful organization, would strive
ing,
passing and raising of new
If this is tree of nations, is it
at all times.
recruits.
to earnestly live up to our creed and purpose as well as our obligation,
not equally true of the individua"Without the lament:1es that attend the degrees intiasonNo Mason "graduates" until he
we would most certainly prove to others and to ourselves that we are
ls that make up such nations'
ry, it brings members in close fraternal touch and breeds
Is dead, and he may not graduate
confidence between wearers of the scimitar and the ere,.
Each of us has his own code of
identified with the progress and welfare of all humanity.
with honour even then.
cent."—Unknown.
conduct, however flexible it may
Our Order stands for peace. Therefore, it is up to each of us to
be
at
times.
In
theory,
at
least,
promote the cause for peace and understanding on all occasions: first,
we Americans STAND for certain
among ourselves as sisters and brothers; second, as neighbors and
things.
fellow human beings of all the earth.
To make sure our moral musWe teach the Golden Rule as an example for our every day living.
cles are not becoming flabby we
"Do unto others as you would have others do unto you." Everything
ought to take time out now and
then to measure our day-to-day
that we say and do should have a purpose and a significance with
performance in terms of the stanmalice toward none.
dards we have set ourselves.
Despite all these fine examples set before us, there is a very imWe may discover we are a little
portant obstacle we should all face and try to overcome.'We are always
out of training. Your self-respect
concerned with the things that make character; we accent the duties
depends upon how well you I RE
and responsibilities that lie before us; we are ever mindful of our
UP to your principles.
great tenet and devotion to the best interest of all of our members,
and yet, how many of us fully realize that the ballot box of our Order
holds a deep significance — at least, it should.
In our privilege of accepting or rejecting the petitions for mem110STON, MASSACHUSETTS UNIT, SHRINERS BURNS miTiTuTtS
CINCINNATI, OHIO UNIT SHRINE'S BURNS INSTITUTES
bership that come to us involves all of the responsibility of our sacred
obligation taken at the altar. It is every member's privilege to vote—
that is true — but it is every member's duty to take this privilege
seriously — not lightly, not carelessly, not to be moved by petty
opinions of superficial life or personalities, but to cast a wood ballot.
Above pictures show Boston, Massachusetts, Burns Inmg devices attached to a patient under intensive care transone that you know is fair, just •nd right, and always with the good
stitute and Cincinnati. Ohio, Institute. Thera is able one
mit heart beat, temperature, blood pressure and respiration
and welfare of our Order in mind.
to a central station. Special beds facilitate handling patients
located in Galveston, Texas.
We repeat often — "For the good and welfare of our Order."
when necessary. Laboratory teams will constantly evaluate
Children under 15 years of age—regardless of race or•
the patient's condition. The research program studies *ays
Let it be just that and nothing more. Be guided only by the unerring
religion—whose parents or guardians are unable to pay for
to improve the treatment of all types of burns.
inner voice that speaks calmly and surely in each of us: be guided
treatment.
The most urgent need is for blood donors. A Shriner and
by that clear unchanging ray of light that shines down on you and
Special equipment and facilities enable the staff fo prohis friends can donate blood for use in a Shriners Burns
me from the Star in the East, depicting all that our beloved Order
vide superior care for severely burned patietits. Patients are
Institute through any hospital that is a member of the Amerrepresents and its true purpose in the world today.
uqder visual observation at all times and electronic monitorican Association of Stood 'Banks accreditation program.
- —
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Shrine Club
Active In
Civic Moves

SMILE—

WORTH WHILE

The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club was farmed by seven
prominent Murray residents in
September 1967 and was chartered by Rispab Temple In January
1968, and since that time their
number has grown to flfty-seven.
Since being chartered the club
has been active In many social
and community affairs in Murray
and Calloway County, and has
The Stunners - or more corr- have been treated and materially been instrumental in assisting
ectly, Ancient Arabic Order of helped, Today, Shriners Hospit- needy and troubled people in the
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine- is als have become a multi-million area,
a Fraternal order that presently dollar operation. The 1969opera- The club has encouraged peonumbers almost 900,000 mem- clonal budget was $22,539,108.70. ple in the area to attend and
bers located in 170 local Shrine
Shrindedom's recently opened sort the church of their choiTemples throughout North Amer- Burns Institutes in Boston, Cin- ce, given assistance to the Rainica and in Shrine Clubs around the cinnati, and Galveston, are re- bow girls and other young people
world, It rewires it's members cognized as being the World's In Murray, and have proven Mein.to be Masons, and also to have best centers for burns treat- selves to be a valuable asset to
Murray and Calloway County.
taken enter Scottish or York ment.
ite degrees.
Shrine Temples are located
Shrinedom was founded nearly In every state (except Alaska")
da Mexico and the
100 years ago -in 1872 - in New and in Cana,
York City by two um, Billy Flo- Canal Zone. More than 2,500
rence an actor, and Dr. Walter Shrine Clubs around the World
M. Fleming. In those early years bring the work of the Fraternity
and for some time. the Shrine to every small village and town
Hazel Lodge No. 831
was known as "the playground of in the Country.
William E. Moffett —Master
The story of the Shrine is that Jack Covey —Senior Warden
Masonry."
Shrineclom's leaders, howev- of hundreds of thousands of men, Gerry Covey —Junior Warden
er, realized their Fraternity ne- Freemasons all, who join toget- Sammy Bradshaw -Senior Deacon
eded a greater objective and in her to mix fellowship, pleasure, Ralph Clark —Junior Deacon
1922, W. Freeland Kendricklaun- entertainment, good will and vast Charles Nesbitt —Secretary
died the idea of sponsoring an charity in a grand scale program Henry Hutson —Treasurer
somefraternal good works that truly Sam Lee —Senior Steward
organization that would do something for friendship, orphaned, earns for them the title of Noble. Calvin Hall —Junior Steward
and crinpled children.
Eddy Stubblefield —Tyler
The thought of doing something
Charles Wilson —Marshall
for crippled children became
popular with the members, and
Murray Lodge No, 105
this sparked one of the greatest
Master
Dee Lamb
philanthropies of all time: nameHoward McNeely-Senior Warden
Crfor
ly, the Shriuers Hospitals
Jimmy D. Bell—Junior Warden
ippled Children, where no quesGuthrie B. Churchill-Treasurer
tion is asked as to race,creedor
Buel E. Stalls —Secretary
color.
Donald W. Dugger-Senior Deacon
To manage one Hospital succe Dwain McClard —Junior Deacon
essfully is a highly technical job,
James S. Tipton-Senior Steward
of
yet the fun-loving Shinners
Jerry Bowden—Junior Steward
North America brought into exha E. Douglass —Marshall
istence 22 hospitals for indigent
Rev, R, A. Slinker —Chaplain
crippled children, and have manTyler
Joe Pat Farley
aged them so successfully and pitched their whole program on such
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
a high plane that millions °Moll.
Charlie Lassiter —Master
ars have been given to it's
Charles Heiry —Senior Warden
by people who are not Shriner,.
Jerry Starks —Junior Warden
From this early concept, evolPat Smith —Senior Deacon
ved what today is called "The
Joe Pat Thweat —Junior Deacon
Tbe Order of the Eastern Star
World's Greatest Philanthropy."
Cecil Taylor —Treasurer
the
by
and
through
ibuntled
These degrees are considdkal
Van
Slariners Hospitals for Crippled
-Secretary
Roy Rant
dedia
Rob
Morris
Dr.
of
'Darts
progressive sciences and
Children. These Temples of MerSteward
Senior
Galloway—
Billy
taw •••••ter Meson an ed•ac
cy, preosetly number *5ar. ceded Freemason and Itilnallet.
as die Gene Starks --Junior Stewart! net only fn Masonry, out will imeaepedtc and burns cases are He is consideredoftoday
Marshall
Grogan
John
the Order.
The
strategically located through No- Master Builder
—Chaplain prove his mind spiritually.
The Order of the Eastern Star Alvah Galloway
Bible is the rule and guide often..
rth America. Excellent care, top
a purpose of giving
faith as Christians and each
medical staffs, and the latest of exists for
effect to one of the
al Arch and Royal and
hospital equipment feature the practical
purposes of Freems. WHO OPERATES SHRINERS Master Mason will and does have
hospitals, where free medical beneficent
S...
sonry, which is to provide for HOSPITAL
a greater understanding of tne
care is given patients from indaugh- A Board of Trustees,isrepresent.
wives,
the
of
welfare
the
regardMg the total Nobility, the policy teachings that are available Xt
fant through age fifteenters, mothers, widows, and sis- making group and is responsible the "Good Book."
less of race or creed.
Master Masons. Tbe Eas- for the overall management. A
The morals throughout the
Since the first hospital was ters of
Star Home here In Kentucky local group of Shriners, desig- world today have fallen to aand
opened in 1922 in Shreveport, tern
the more than nated as "Board of Governors," time low, and the crime andeie
La, more than 140,000 children is sponsored by
four htmttred Chapters in the Is responsible for the operation rruptioo prevalent in our society
and management of each indivi- Is at an all time high, but the
state. it provides aid, comfort, dual
Mosaic laws the "Ten Commaged,
the
to
hip
and companions
and those unable to fend for them- HOW ARE THEY FINANCED.. andments" will eventually preselves. In the Home they receive Shriners Hospitals are financed vail as they have through the
medical attention and the care by an annual assessment of five ages, and we can once more
of nurses and attendants com- dollars on each member of the settle down to living without fear
parable to the Masonic Widows Shrine; by the sale of "life mem. or intimidation.
and Orphans Home and the Mae- berships" to Shriners; by the
sale of "contributing memberoak Home for the aged.
Each individual Chapter is ac- ships" which can be purchased
by any person, association, cor.
tive in their local communities
poration, club, etc.; by proceeds
cisocial,
the
to
contribute
and
Why do men join the Masons? vic, and charitable organ! tin. from bequests, endowments, doand money raising events
What do they expect to get out us. There are two Eastern Star nations;
such as annual Shrine circuses,
some
True,
anything?
if
of it,
Chapters in Calloway County; rodeos, horse shwa, football
men from Masonic families know Murray Star located in the Mas- games, and various athletic
Fraternity.
something about the
onic Temple in Murray and Te- 0-eats sponsored by load
They know at least that the mem- mple Hill Chapter located in Templea.
bers are jealous of the privilege Temple Hill.
of being Masons,and very careful
to live tv to certain moral standards. There are some who join
in order to climb the ladder
of the higher degrees and attain
Another time of waiting now
membership in other organiza- My little girl is eight years old
With fears and sleepless nights
plays.
or
runs
never
But
add
will
think
they
which
tions
What were they doing with my girl.
the other girls, but
watch
can
She
fetheir
among
And would she be all right?
to their stature
She — well, there she -lays.
At last that Shriner letter-came
llow men. There are some too, She's quite a bright and pretty child
My trembling hands tore through
I wish there were a way
who think they will gain respect
"Success," it said, "you can come and
To fix her up like the other kids
In the community.
Take your daughter home with you.
So she could go and play.
Masonic writers are quick to
point out that a man will get
The long trip to the hospital,
and
nothing from his association of We visited many doctors
Would it end at all?
got
we
that
answers
the
All
any monetary or real value. But, Were that without a lot of money
Once there I wanted to break
And run right down the hallIf you want a chance to be useful
It would always be her lot
A friendly nurse led us and
to others, to improve yourself To go through life with twisted legs
and calm held sway.
Serene
And never play or run.
mentally and morally, or to enjoy
I know I felt a presence there;
hope
up
gave
nearly
and
cried
I
asking
are
you
will provide what
God was there that day.
Of her ever having fun.
for
But Masonry will do much
Then there she was, may little girl.
ow. door;
more than than Masonry, if a One day a Shriner knocked at
Cute hairdo and perky dress,
you," he said,
of
heard
"We've
art"
the
"practice
will
member
Her spirit shone thru bright and tr.R.
to help your little girl,
want
"We
awakwill
A picture of loveliness.
by attending meetings,
, And help relieve your dread.
Had I entered • fairyland/
en a man to his moral obligations Fill out this blank and mail it to
I couldn't hear or feel.
Crippled Children's Hospital of the Shrine.
to his neighbor, his family and
But this clean room with nursery rhyrele
she'll be cured;
himself. He will learn to apprec- If she's accepted
Was very, very real
It won't cost you one thin dime."
iate the dignity of being a man
among men, taken for what he is
The doctor came, we chatted, laughed*
for
worth with no relation to his fin- I waited then and waited
With my little girl at my side
time;
a
long
so
seems
It
ancial standing or his political
Soon she too could run and play and
I opened it
came,
it
then
And
I was filled with pride.
stature. He will form friendships
And saw but one thin line,
And full, too, of gratefulness for
of life-long length and depth, the "Your daughter's been accepted here.
Doctors and nurses time,
Please come at earliest date."
equal of winch he will not find
But specially thankful for those men,
our bags and went right off.
readily elsewhere. While it may We packed want
The
Wonderful men of Shrine
to wait.
I didn't
not "save his soul" it will urge
him to attend the church of his
choice, the business of which The clinic was a warm, kind place
Efficient and well run.
Is to assure him a life after
said I'd have to leave her there.
They
in
life
a
for
exchange
death in
'Gladly,'.' I said, 'Wit done."
—Composed by Domer V 'Dougherty
accordance
this world lined in
I kissed her then and hugged her
Professor, Phillips University
Would I see her again?
Int& Oklahoma
with the tenefi of the sect with
tears
in
door
the
which he affiliates himself. The I stumbled out
Lest she should we my pain.
Masonic Way is a well lived life,

Aid To Crippled Children
Is Guiding Light In Shrine

Masonic Lodges In
Calloway County

Order Of Eastern
Star Practical
Application OF
Mason Principals

SHRINE HOSPITAL
Lexington, Kentucky

Royal Arch, Council
Affords Education
In Realm of Masonry

Why Men
Join The
Masons
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facts of any damages
the engine, the nature of all repairs and the
spartan as to comfort and inmore
are
aircraft
the
by
sustained
instead of having
strumentation. The plane may be a "tail dragger"
certificate it can take
tricycle landing gear, but if it has that little
you up where you want to be.

That fivt-day season this fall
will oven in all 120 counties on
FISHING NOTES
Noe. 14 and continue through
Nov, 18 with deer "with antler
or spike visible above the hairFRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) line" being legal game. In three Improved crappie, white bass
and
Barren
Edmooson.
•
Design and Styling. Although aircraft styling is important, it counties, may be taken as well and black bass fishing is reportIs Hart, Joe
ed almost everywhere as the
must take a backseat to design considerations. The stylist
automobile as
water temperature creep into
not as preeminent in aircraft design as he is in
in
arrow
season,
bow,,,and
design
The
the low fifties, according to the
design. Aerodynamics is the basic science in aircraft
throughrun
will
counties,
all 12c
midweek reported released toand its prime purpose is to carry the maximum number of
/.+±+4
1 passengers at optimum speed with a minimum expenditure of out October and December. Of day by the State Department of
+4
low course, the limit for deer in Ken- Fish and Wildlife Resources.
horsepower. When you see airplanes with high wings, with
By Jon R. Pierce
can be sure tucky Is one per year, all seasons
The lake-by-lake rundown rewings, with various tail surface or empennage, you
Dates for the hunting on veals much
murky and muddy
selected because the designer thought his shape included.
installamilitary
Do you remember the first new automobile you ever bought? that the design was
of
waters remain, although clearthe air better than any other. It Is true a number
have
Or wanted to buy? I'm sure that you remember the model, the would move through
nor
set
not been
ing is beginning.
selection of paint colors and patterns as well as tions have
for
year, the body style, the color, that new smell, even the special that in the
stylist has his say, but don't expect the dates been established
aircraft
the
decor
interior
equipment you wanted on it And now, every year, a new model
hunts on preserves.
Kentucky - Crappie and black
him because function and utility remain the prime controlled
comes out. You look it over and try to decide whether there will too much from
quail and rabbit hunter bass fair in blood river area;
The
design.
aircraft
in
ready
ever be anything quite as nice as the '63, or '58, or '49, or even factors
dogs
and
gun
his
have
must
below the dam, catfish and white
'39 widget which was your pride Sad )ay.
19. That's the day both bass; murky and
Whether you ever expect to own a plane or not is not nearly by Nov,
falling at 54.
fnr g activity recreational seasons open. They WM continue
rew
as important as -Aiding out what a31.
Jan.
through
To a lesser degree this same cycle is repeated with airplanes.
Barkley
crop
Fair
and black
uninterrupted
yourself.
for
investigate
flying can be. The way to do that is to
Six rabbits may be taken per day bass in Little River section; beThe model changes are not so drastic but every year there are
with 12 in possession. The bob- low dam - White bass and croppmodifications improvements and gadgets intended to titilate the
white limit is 10 per day with 20 ie; swky to muddy and falling at
eye and loam the dieckbook of prospective aircraft owners.
in possession.
. -54
Grouse hunters will again have
Herrington- Good black bass
Buying 'and °tuft an airplane Is very little different from
a long season. Firing starts on by jigging in the lower one-third
owning an automobile. Trade-ins, guarantees and financing are
Nov, 19 and concludes Feb. 28, and by casting deep runners in
remarkably similar. First cost is generally higher. Upkeep, in1971. The limit is unchanged at the upper section. Some white
surance, depreelation are quite a bit higher and usefulness is
four per day and eight in possess- bass in headwaters where the
not as certain as an automobile primarily heeanse an airplane
ion,
water is milky and falling at
Is more at the mercy of the weather. Despite these limitations
So, hunters, there you are. 54. Upper part of lake is clear.
most of those who learn to fly eventually hope somehow, someday
Now, make your vacation coin- Midsection is murky and reto be able to justify the expense of owning an airplane.
cide with the open season on your mainder murky and falling at
•
.
•
Not everyone can or should buy an airplane. For many fliers
favorite game.
48.
a flying club membership or plane rental makes more setise, FRANKFORT, Ky. - With the or more days of fishing. The
Lower Cumberland - Black
but everyone is entitled to wish for the opportunity to own their fishing seasons blossoming into minimum length for the hags staEvery time we hint around bass fair to good by casting and
own wings. That is what this column is all about.
full flower many persons have tewide is ten inches.
nowadays, the cost of living jigging; crappie around willow
Inquired about fishing license
Walleye are limited to 10 per takes another jump, and always bushes at 4 feet; trout fair below
day or 20 in possession with a upward. There seems to be no dam, Scattered white bass in SouAircraft for business use are in a class to themselves and will requirements.
th Fork; headwaters clear, main
be discussed another time. Aircraft for purely personal transpor- The license system in Ken- 15 inch minimum size. White end to the spiral.
tation are widely available and there is generally air transpor- tucky is comparatively simple bass and croppie, 60 to 60 in
An occasional item, however, lake muddy, some tributaries
tation well 'within the range of even the most modest purchasing and the costs probably have in- possession after two or more costs no more than it did a murky and stable at 49.
Dale Hollow - White bass good
generation ago. One, still apower. The prospective buyer who is considering a used aircraft creased less over the past 20 days with no size limits.
has a builtin advantage that the used automobile buyer doesn't years than any commodity you
Trout are limited to five per vailable free or nearly so, is In heads of tributaries; fair to
have. If a used airplane is not certifiable safe it Cannot be licensed. can name.
day or 10 in possession, and the catalog advertising outdoor good crappie by drift fishing;
mid-section murky, remainder
Most inquiries concern the re- there's no size limit. Rock bass equipment.
clear and rising at 54.
Big deal, you might say.
Let us assume that you have decided to buy an airplane, In reach- qUirements of persons from out- daily limit is 15 with 30 in
Green River - Fair black bass
Bat, it may be a bigger deal
ing this decision it can be presumed that you can Ay or are learn- side Kentucky. There is a state- possession and no size limit,
This is not the total list of the than you realize. Many of these by casting and crappie off brushy
ing to fly, is this association with aviation you will have learned wide fishing license for residengood for the creel or size limits,and the com- catalogs are filled with valuable banks; clear to murky and rising
to recognize aircraft of various types, vintage and manufacture ts of other states'
and will have preferences among them. These preferences gener- whole year. The cost is $7.50, plete information can beobtained tint for outdoorsrnen. This mix- at 54.
Barren Reservoir - Crappie
ally will relate to cost, capacity, speed, equipment,age and styling. For the non-resident also Is by writing for the pocket fishing ing of products and advice is
The following discussion will define some of the factors to be con- a trip license, good for 15 con- digest which is available from the ail part of a trend in recent fair in all tributaries around
times. Brought together, t h e stickups; tributaries dear, re.
secutive days, welch costs$3.25. Department.
sidered in buying personal aircraft.
1970 outdoor catalogs would mainder muddy and stable at
This one is designed particularly
make an outdoorsman an excel- 54.
Cost. Pocketbooks are all the same, For a given project we for those who come into Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. - This is lent reference library.
Nolin -Black bass by casting
for
vacations.
usually feel that we can afford only "X" number of dollars so
for the hunters. For the last
As an example, pick one off
scattered catches
the price of an airplane purchase, as with any major investment, Residents of Indiana, Illinois few weeks most talk has been the shelf. Among the "A's" and jigging;
of crappie in lower part of lake;
Is of importance, Here the problem is to decide what "X" repre- and Ohio may fish in the Ohio about
fishing and when it will the* is Arbogast, long a manudear to murky;
sents. New prices for an internal combustion powered single River, which in those reaches break wide open. But hunters facturer of successful fishing lower section
remainder muddy and stable at
to
to
low
belongs
Kentucky
the
engine private aircraft can range from a low of about $7,500.00
a
in
tSme
first
the
For
caosiduca.
tures.
et
Aye
tAt
a
Omen
54.
to a high in the vicinity of $100,900.00 Each additional mile water mark on the opposite Oa.
n and that is exactly what the cateleg, Arbogast this year colRough ettver -south Fork,
the Ohio
differ.
48
per hour in cruising speed, each addielibnal passenger to be carried nk, under provisions of
its
of
each
keyed
or
CoFish
and
Resources
Wildlife
white bass in headwaters; croplicense, which costs
and
rod
proper
increases the cost of an aircraft. Used aircraft are proportionately river fishing
the
to
lures
en
mmission did at a recent meetpie around stickups; headwaters
lower though aircraft do not undergo the great depreciation that $4.25 for the year.
reel for which it is intended. In clear; remainder murky to mudon that ing.
knows,
reader
the
automobiles experience in their first five years of service, Many Don't become confused
words,
Hunters have complained down other
dy and rising at 52.
only by
aircraft are certified and are flying which could easily qualify one, It may be purchased
through the years, that they were at a glance, which type of tackle
Buckhorn Reservoir-Scatterme
states
three
residents
the
of
ChatJitterbug,
as antiques. In the end an aircraft purchase bolls down to how
handicapped in applying for vacn• will best cast a
catches of crappie around
ed
may
while
it
used
and
be
Mimed
four
much an individual can afford to invest.
ter Chub, or any of the
with scattered catches
bushes
fishing in the Ohio river only. If don dates to coincide with certain
dozen fish trickers. "Matching of bluegill; upper sections clear
a resident of one of these states hunting seasons-simply because
Dick
explains
tackle,"
to
plugs
Capacity, Aircraft for private use come in arariety of capacities
to murky, remainder muddy and
fishes elsewhere in Kentucky he the dales of favorite hunting seafrom one to seven passengers. The more usual configurations are must have the yearly license of sons are not usually announced Kotis, president of Arbogast, rising at 52.
angler."
better
a
used
airplanes
anyone
passenger
"makes
two
for two, lour or six passengers with
Dewey - Murky to muddy with
$7.50 or the 15-day license of in time. The commission took From A to Z, it's the same
principally for trainers while four passenger craft are most fre- $3.25.
care of that little grievance quite
catches of catfish; stable
some
fillare
catalogs
new
quently the choice for family use. Capacity is based on a strict
adequately at the last section. story, the
a
purchase
and
must
52.
Kentuckians
expert tips.
application of actual passenger weight so a plane might safely license, good statewide, for the
All seasons, accept those for ed with
Fishtrip and Grayson Resercarry only three passengers if each weighs 220 pounds, yet it fee of $4.25. Residents of Kentuc- migratory birds and waterfowl, For a copy of the new Cata- voirs- Murky to muddy; no fishat
postcard
a
Kotis
each.
pounds
130
send
averaged
log,
they
if
fire
for
sale
perfectly
would be
ky under 16 years of age are not have been set for Kentucky as of 313 West North Street, Akron, ing.
required to have a fishing licen- now. The Department of Interior Ohio 44303.
repeated,
"Speed
be
should
but
is
fact
The
axiomatic,
Speed.
Boudreau's fest
and those 55 or over may furnishes a framework during
se,
directly
costs monty." Engine horsepower requirements are
which waterfowl or migratory
YORK (UPI) serving
permit,
obtain
fishing
a
NEW
related to passenger capacity and to cruising speed. Savings of
birds may be taken and Kentucky
Lou Boudreau, a Hall of Fame
COCKY WITHDRAWN
power can be realized by building a cleaner airplane, eg. engine the purpose of a license, provid- fits its seasons into this bon.
selectee, turned in his greatest
fairings and retractable wheels, but the real facts are that for ed they obtain from their county dary. This framework has not
single game performance in the
YONKERS, N.Y. (UPI)Increased speed and or capacity more horsepower is required. clerk an affidavit as to their age yet been announced and
therefore
and place of birth and residence.
major leagues by hitting a pair
Australian
an
Raider,
More horsepower, more money. It is that simple.
Cocky
There are a number of specia- the hunting seasons for those
the interna- of home runs and two singles
to
invited
stallion
species in Kentucky have not
against
Equipment. All modern aircraft are equipped with adequate lized permits: for bait dealers, been set.
tional Pacing Series at Yonkers in the 1948 playoff game
withdrawn the Boston Red Sox which gave
been
Instruments for daytime flight under visual flight rules (VF11.) commercial fishermen, and seihas
Raceway,
According to the ruling of the
Boudreau's Cleveland Indians a
Any equipment necessary for night flights, for instrument flight ne tage which are issued by the commission, the squirrel sea. because of leg trouble.
win and the American League
rule (IFR) operations and redundant or spare navigational and Department of Fish and Wildlife. son will open this year on Aug,
pennant.
communications equipment" must be bought and paid for. The Information on these special lic- 15 and continue through
to
was
who
Raider,
Cocky
Oct,
cost, of sophisticated instrumentation in some high performance enses may be obtained by writing 31. A second phase will open have been flown to Yonkers
Division of Fisheries, De.
aircraft can equal the cost of the basic aircraft. Axiomatic again. the
1 to prepare for
partment of Fish and Wildlife on Nov. 19 and continue through laround April
But only what you need and can use.
the May 8 International Pace,
Resources, State Office Building Dec. 31.
The bag limit again this year Is being treated by veternarians
Age. As has been said earlier,older aircraft offer the opportunity Annex, Frankfort, Ky, 40601.
six, with 12 in possessioh at the University of Sydney. He
Is
not
could
who
many
Another question frequently asof relatively low cost aircraft ownership to
after
two or move days of hunt- has strained suspensory
afford the luxury of a new plane. Complete and haled log books ked is about limits and sizes,for
.aments, a common form of
as
long
as
maintained
ing.
of
various
Briefly
species
fishes.
be
mast
airframes
and
engines
aircraft
on
_
nmeness that can be cured by noise.
are
Hunters
always
true
the
interested
know
You
bass,
per
they
10
black
are:
Authorities.
Federal
by
certified
a plane is
Your business-being careful
and treatment.
rest
in
gun
the
deer
hunt.
especially
on
hours
of
number
or
two
day
after
inpossession.
20
the
flown,
has
airplane
with any are!
number of hours the
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Say goodbye to nowhere work. Make up for it with
an Air Force job with a future.
Punching a clock just to earn a living.. that's
a drag. Man needs the rewards of getting ahead!!
In the U.S. Air Force you learn a space age skill
that suits your particular ability...jet engine mechanic, accountant, photographer, weather
observer, medical lab assistant, and on...there's
no end to the opportunities.
Pay's steady, with promotions, world travel,
and 30 days' paid vacation a year.
Contact your local Air Force Recruiter.

TSGT. Joe C. Skinner
or
SSGT. Bennie W. Sams
MSL' Student Union Building each Wednesday, 10a.m. to 2p,m
space for this ad contribUted by the
Ledger & Midas
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TWO-BEDR
both, three
limits on
carpeted
753-2328 aft

TWO-BEDS
ed et Gnat
Highway lie

SIX-ROOM
good gardea
753-3972.

THREE-BED
petted livien
tioned, witt
June 1, dos
753-3685.

TWO TRAII
1 bedracm,
ply in per*
Court after
at Murray I
trance.

, FUFtNISHEI
small room
wall carps
Down-town 1
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Phone 753-1

century Building, 17th 8. Broadway
Paducah, Ky. Phone 442-2426
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LOST: Bine
ctothUig on
State U15V1
ward. Conn
spoon art B
MSU.

na USED CARS
to° MINOR REPAIRS

UAL II
* Phone 753.5462 *

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
MI Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

CAIN ft TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
4th and Main strew
Murray, Kentucky
YERRLE TAYLOR • C. R. ChM

LEIANDARD

KINARD ORR
01ST. GO.
1109 Pogue, Avenue,
Phone 753 4552

47/1.

Iell:
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW & USED
SSSSS AERVICII AND PAIN
NVIIN •• ONE MILE
EA•T 05NIVIDIAV
00INEE
p,71134•041

Bulk Distributor
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NILP WANTED
WANTED: Baby sitter in my
house for two small children.
hone 753-8625 after 3:00 p. m
A-11-C

UAL ISTATI FOR SAL'

ceiling.
ING-DONG, Avon
vores complete line of cosand continued growth
'has created new openings in
Murray. Write Mrs. Janet Kunirk, District Reneger, Box 138
A, Princeton, Kentucky. A-11-C

WASITOD

WOLF WANTIOD

HELP WANTED WANTED:
MANAGER TRAINEES

BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom brick oat
3 large lag over 3 acres total.
This land is all fenced and has
an errs nice base barn, so
WANTED: Salad maker. Apnice ten many people would
ply in person to Owen Food
like it for a home. The house
Market, 1407 West Main. A-13-C
has exerts large family room
with fireplace, beautiful built-in
WANTED: baby sitter for 5
kitchen, dishwasher, range, disyear old, also housekeeping duponi, large living room, ears
ies, 9:30 till 3:30, Monday,
large master bedroom, two full
Wednesday and Friday, $1.50
DON 8; DONNA JOHNSON - OWNERS
large
utility,
ceramic tile baths,
an hour, Must have own traoscentred hest and air-cooditionportation ?hone 753-8078 or
Loading
Brand
Names
ins, carpeted, two-cer garage,
A-14-C
753-4848.
Assorted Colors
paved drive to etreet Owner
10 per
has over $40,000.00 invested, is
Bundle - ONLY 15.00
willing to take $5,000.00 loss
NOTIC!
for quick Me. Leaving Murray
409
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
has. let.
and railis are now available in
JUST Lin= s 4-bedroom brick
Wesel sod Geld Flak)
the lodger & Times Office Supbasement,
on
TFNC
ple stem.
Ky.
West
Murray,
121
Hwy.
range, dislivnieher, disposal.
FLECTROLUX SALES & Sea'
central hest and air conditionWITH THIS COUPON (Good until April 30, 1870)
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
ing. Has formal dining room, 3.
Dozen
- Limit 6
POE SALE
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932
car garage, two baths. If you
SALO
Lynnville, Kentucky.
want a reel place for the chil/ealleirer/I41/41/4KereireFellnetieseereweleff/isa
May-9-C'
JOHN DEERE two-row core
i:Imo to play indoors you sho- SPINET PIANO: Wanted,
party to take over drillwith tractor pick-up, like
uld take a look at this baselow monthly payments on a new. Phone Nolen Atkins 753- GOING OUT of lenness. Everyment, $30,500.00.
A-11-P thing marked down. Our buildH.
W.
the
listed
mince piano. Can be aeon lo 5733.
just
HAVE
WE
Reg. $13.50
ing has been leased. All must
Broach Subdivision, located at only. Write Credit Manager,
OFFBRID
1968 VOLKSWAGEN .ind stereo go in April. China, gifts, souvREAL MATO POE SALM
18th rid Sycamore. This sub P. 0. Box 278, Shelbyville,
tape pryer. Phone 753-4072 af- enirs, archery, fishing equip-P
A•113
Rothe
of
sight
in
is
$8.00
Reg.
division
Reg. $12.50
KELLY'S PEST CONTROL TerA-13-NC ment. You must see to really
ter 5:00 p. in.
bertson School, University, and
coining. She
have. Eras ONE YEAR-OLD spacious 3-bed mites-eat your home. Roaches
in-laws
we
what
SALLY'S
seprecier
High
New
the
Is adjoin's:is
fiuster-cleaned the car- RCA WHIRL-POOL air condi- Gift Shop and Sporting Goods, rooms brick reach on large wood- -carry germs. Spiders-are
Schaal property. Has city sew- didn't
Blue Lustre. Rent tioner, used three months, %- across from Bialock-Coleman ed lot In Sherwood Forest Saab. poison. For free inspection call
with
pets
er, water, curbed and Vetere
$1. Big K. ton size. Phone 436-6583 morn- Funeral Home.
shampooer
A-13-C divhdoe. Kitchen contains many Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914,
electric
COMPLETE LINE OF PLASTIC WORMS 8 LURES
owner will pay for paving. These
TTC
ings 8:00 a. m. till 12:00.
Family 24 hours a day.
builten
appliances.
A-11-C
lots may be financed with 1/5
AT DISCOUNT PRICES for You Bass Fishermen!
A-11-P WANTED: Woman's Club lean room with fireplace. Orbs
&awn and 3 years to pay. Buy 1950 CHEVROLET le•ton truck,
-book, 1915-1916, 1921-1922, and room, dinifig room. 2 hetbeand MONOGRAMMING. Phone Jane
2 Miles East of Murray at Junction of Pottertoem
!vie/ while you have a choice of good condition, $235.00. 1963 BIG STEEL tank 20 ft. long, 1922- 1923, to be permanently
at 753-4357, 1612 KeeneRoad (280) and East Hwy (94)
Carpeting, gee Stokes
A-11C
lots thee build your dream home Clievrolet four door wagon, 32 inches deep, 30 inches wide. bound and placed in public li- Sew Sante.
land Drive.
beet
and
central
air
conditiosPHONE 7534420
later. This subdivision is well straight shift, six cylinder, good Phone 753-5865 days or 753-5108 brary. Call 753-4498 or mail to
lag. On city water. Call 7534678 WANTED: Lawns Co mow. Ihone
A-11.0
restiectixi, for your protection. rubber and mechanically, $335- after 4:00 p. m.
Murray Women's Club, Post Of- for appointment
H-A-11-C 7394090 altar 9:30 p. m.
C
JUST LISTED a very nice 2-bed- 00. Two 900 x 15 tube type
165.
A-13-C
Boa
fice
AKC
or trade one
room year round cottage at white well tires, like new, WILL SELL
and
mowers
lawn
FILED,
SAWS
Beagle. AlPine Bluff Shores. Has fire- $15 each. One 40 gallon Wago- Registered female
BEAUTIFUL large vraterfronte smell appliances repaired and
so shallow well pump, bassinet
shady
nice
heat,
electric
place,
reed teem „hemmed 512
,
heater,
$20.00.
water
ner
hot
gas
lot on Kentucky Lake, Panora
AUTOS POO SALO
POI RUNT
Call 753-8414 or
mattress.
and
WY
TO
WANTIO
lot, $9,250-00.
porch
Four 10 ft. fluted antique
A-13C
ma Melva, seven miles Jr= South 12th Street. Phone 753436-2458.
ROUSE trailer. Phoswi 1983 CHEVROLET Impala tour 4-BEDROOM house on large columns, A-1, $10.00 each. One
, May-U-C
WANTED: Used baby play pen. Murmy. Phone 753-8049. A-14-C wee.
room
family
Dirge
and
Has
lot
beaten
shady
power
sedan,
door
refrigerat474-2332
510
or
after
753411186
A-11-C
lot antique stair poet, (4 ft.) USED Westinghouse
Phone 436.4615.
dishwashcleaning or
range,
house
tzenandsDO
built-in
stand
with
WILL
V-8
Me
John
p. m. City conveniences. A-U-C steering,
or, in good condition.
$25.00 Phone 753-2700
sion. $400.00. Phone 753-3078. er, dispossi, utility, study, carA-16-NC Cuiston, Rt. 2, Puryear, Phone WANTED:Good used by strol- KENIANA SHORES-NY x 200' stay with elderly person. Pe
TWOHEDROOM duplex spare
A-13-C
A•11-C port with outside storage, 1%
TFNC ler. Neese cell 753-8694 at any and larger lake lots-Lake ec- 7536849247-3e49 after 4 p. m.
TFC
roast Phone 753-7850.
A-114 etas central water some with
been, price is right and posses- CUB FARMALL, plow, disc, cultime.
ONE VOLKSWAGP24 squarelake view. As little as ;895 with GARDEN breaking and order- tivator and mawer. Phone 753- 350 CC Sports model Honda.
LARGE two-bedroom furnished beck station wagon, automatic ton with the deed.
A-14-P
753-7898.
14 ft. aluminum fishing boat
lots 3468.
shady
TWO
BEAUTIFUL
small
down payment. Phan Mg. Phone
A-I4-P
apartment, washer and dryer tranenziesion. Call 7634632.
3% h. p. motor. Phone WANT TO BUY good used babv 436-5320 for directioos.
with
Green
Acres
SubMeadow
in
-IWik
CetepisiU-IMAFKnglnleconnection, $85.00 per month.
A-13-C division. These lots are priced NEW AND USED Ursa Firs 763-7319.
A-13-C stroller. Please call 75341494 at
mowlawn
17L1-ERS,
H-A-17-C
A-11-C
GARDEN
call489-3823.
-WC
A-13
any time.
to go together at $3950.00. fixed. Vinson's Tractor Cs.
ers, chain saws. Authorised
on SpinfelTC ASSUME PAYMENTS
There is city water and paved Phone 7534892.
FOR RENT OR SALE: 4-bedBriggs and Stratton Dealers
month an
per
$18.25
piano,
et
street by these lots.
room house, 4 blocks from High
NOT1Ce
Authorized Lawton Power ProNEW DATSUN
NOTICE
Music & TV. Phone
Leach's
ft
5
heavy
-POINT
HITCH
3
duty
nice
frame
two
HAVE
WE
School. Electric heat, air condiducts Dealer. Murray Supply A-16-C
753-7575.
stump
junipcutlers
with
rotary
are
located.
Both
well
houses
tioning. Available immediately,
Co., 208 East Main, phone 753TRADI-INS
in very good condition, both er, big gear box and solid tail USED PIANO, good condition
$11,500.00. Phone 753-3202 at
kiriTC
82111.
ft
nee
4
$335.00.
Also
wheel,
MOD
nentrni.
have 3 bedrooms, carpet, eine eta. New and used 1 and S -sw0
A-Lne
te
anThis low cost machin• will
trIc hest and are both priced cultivators. Vinson's Tractor Co.
quickly pay for Itself!
ONE DMAVAL pipe line, douTWO
untarnished 1989 DATSUN -2-door
ROOM
lees than $15,000,00.
H-ITC ble unit. 300 gall= Mueller
e new", radio and 3-BEDROOM brick on Catalina, Phone 753-4802.
air-conditioned apartment. No
Distributorships Are
NOTICE
heater, $1396.00.
pets. Phone 753-3485 after 6:00
with 2 baths, range, drapes and DO YOU HAVE bald tires? 'e tank and a L75 horsephower
Now Open!
A-13-C
p. m.
poesessiosi with the deed, $18,- lave two new B. F. Goodiket surge vacuum pump. Phone
A-14-C
pick-up truck, 500.00.
4-ply, polyester, white wall 753-8897 or 7634386.
TWO-BEDROOM house with 1969 DATSUN
Belmont.
to
brick
2
on
3
hustler)
-BEDROOM
little
(the
$45.00:
Only
8.55-15.
size
tires;
sportsuits,
bath, three miles from city
LIKE NEW formals,
INTRODUCING "LITTLE CHEFr'
choose from, both like We have two to choose from, Need cash. If interested cell coat. Call 753-3862 after 6:00
limits on New Concord line
A new concept for merchandising
HOT71 READY FOODS
heat and air,
have
ceotrie
both
new,
Save
$500.00.
1TP nationally famous hot foods.
p. a.
carpeted living room. Phone
6:00 p. m.,
altar
753-2567
one is new the other is like
753-2328 after 4:00 p. m. A-13-C
for J. J. B.
MEN OR WOMEN
1989 VW, Sunrocd, automat- new. They are priced $20,000
World's Newest and Most
and
Thirt)-two of the 50 state-less.
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, bestAS A LITTLE CHEF DISTRIBUTOR YOU CAN EARN
ic, 1.3,000 miles, $1795.DUPLEX only 1 year old, now SOUP'S on, the rug that te, produce nil or gas.
ed at Grogen's Trailer Court,
complete Computer Dating
$800 OR MORE PER MONTH IN YOUR SPARE TIME
00.
renting for $305.00 per month. lean with Blue Lustre. Met* * *
Highway 94. Call 435-5381.
BASED ON YOUR EFFORT!
is now offering franchise outHas central heet end air, on electric Shampooer $1. Western
A-18-C
You do no selling, need no previous experience. We con1964 FORD Custom V-8, 4- large lot in sight of University, Auto, Home of The Wishing' The I toted States has
lets in your area. Earning
door, sedan, automatic $32,500.00.
SIX-ROOM HOUSE arid bath,
A-11-C 2,271.3-13.360(b) acres of land. tact all accounts and handle installations. Light. pleasant
potential is high and varies
transmission, new tires, ALSO large lot toned for duwork collecting money from and restocking ,Little Chef
good garden, close to town. Call
In
direct proportion to the
$495.00.
Chef
Boy-arfamous
featuring
merchandisers
automatic
763-3972.
plex for $4250.00.
POE SALO
POlt SALM
dee hot foods. You must have a good car and be a6le to
FOR Alt your Reel Estate
population of your city or
T'HIUDEBEDROOM house, car- 1961 T-BIRD, all power, airneeds check with ROBERTS
work 4 to 12 hours per week. Investment of $2195 to $4495
town. If you are wanting a
peted living mom, air condioanditixiing, $545.00. REALTY. We have been servcash is required, secured by inventory and equipment.
business with a minimum ining the real estate needs of
tioned, with drapes Available
Chef-O-Matic -Hot Foods" Corporation is a solid company
FOR SALE Murray and Calloway County
June 1, close to college. Phone 1964 IMPALA, 2-door hardvestment involved, call or
with an automatic merchandising plan that really works.
A-14-C
for the past 16 years, Satisfac753-3696.
write:
top, 4-epeed trans:nee
100% guaranteed. We will exchange ref
products
are
All
tory, ask the people who have
non, 327, $795.00.
erences with you and we welcome your Investigation.
TWO TRAILERS for rent. One
dealt with us, 505 Main St. Call
Be your own boss-know genuine independence-have
1 bedrocm, one 2-beirocm. Ap753-1851.
A-11-C
Harold R. Varian
ply in person at Dill's Trailer 1966 AUSTIN-HEALY Sprite
your own "Hot Foods" business. Write to us today. Enclose
power
Hydromatic,
Turbo
8.
k
Radio. heater. 327
Sports convertible, SpeCourt atter 4:00 p. ze., located
your name, address and phone number.
215 Plaza Professional Bldg.
BEAUTIFUL, almost new, splitsteering, power by-discs. factory air, big step bumper,
cial, $695.00.
at Murray Drive-in Theatre Enwoodlarge
two
with
home
level
$2,395.
Madison, Tennessee 37115
Price
miles.
1i.000
TFC
Onb
tires.
oversize
bence.
Chet-O-Matic "Hot Foods" Corporation
ed lots in Sherwood Forest,
Phone
(AC 415) 865-402
Suite
310
Commerce
Terrace
Building
ltp
, FURNISHED apartment, six
Over 3800 square feet in all
Springfield, Missouri 45804
alSCarpeted living room, has casmall rooms and bath. Wall-to"Open. Innings"
Open Till 7:00 p.m.
110 Sycamore
Ph. 753 7411
A DIVISION, OF FIRST MARKETING CORPORATION
thedral beamed ceiling and huge
wall °went, air-conditioned.
810 Sycamore
firplace. Large dining all with
Down-town location Couple preA-KC
glass sliding doors onto 12'
ferred. References required.
Phone 753-1257 otter 5:00 p. m.
30' redwood deck. Lovely kitchA-14-C
en with extra cabinets, disposer, dish washer and attached
LOST & POUND
SUDDENLV, I FEEL RIDICULOUS!
breakfast room. Stone foyer, PEANUTS
Huge hospital
room with glass
panelled
LOST: Black beg containing
0.4'4-The doors to family
HOLLYWOOD
stone patio. Four carclothing on or near Murray largest hospital set constructed
/Thk,
bedrootm and also office
State Universityy cempus. Re- for a movie-using five sound peted
fifth bedroom.
ward. Contact Chris Wither. stages -was built for Columbia's which can be
Three complete tiled baths. Inspace at Box 778, Hart Hall, "I /octors' Wives."
side two car garage. Dry lower
A-13-C
MSU.
level has very large finished
SALO
game room with large fireplace.
'STAT. POO SALO
UAL OSTATO
••••
also utility room. Many other
extras such as cedar shake root,
Anderson windows and electronic air cleaner. Gas heat and
electric central air conditioning By transferred owner, 753
H-A-11.0
7488.

SPECIAL

"GRAND OPENING"

One Week Only
April 11th- 17th

DON I DONNA'S
GROCERY& BAIT SHOP

P" Good Starting Salary
Insurance Benefits
Advancement
Contact Lonnie Vaughter
at

NICE IlYBRED-T ROSES

SPECIAL!
Introductory Offer
MINNOWS

SANDERS CARDENIENTER

Burger Chef

- 3 dozen for'1

Apply In Person Only
Between the Hours of
2:00 and 6:00

Pea

Croppie Rigs

3/89*

14' Fiberglas Poles

'8.99

12'

'8.39

10'

re-

sponsible

4 Openings
21 to 30 Years of Age
Preferred

15.49

a

N'

TAB-A-DATE, INC.

with
at's
d!!
skill
meher
re's

Special! 1968 Chevrolet
3/4-Ton Custom Camper

Lassiter-McKinney

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

by Charles M. Schulz

Pcznuts

pot

tam

•

for sale.
FOR SALE! Lovely four bedroom home
Full
apartments.
Can be used as two two-bedroom
oneand
two
Located
basement. Brick. Central heat.
Olive.
504
downtown,
half blocks from

Ckll 753-3516
'After 5:3$ hi The Event.;

THREE-BEDROOM. all electric,
brick ranch with patio, two
years old, central air, will to
wall carpeting, two spacious
baths, large living room with
dining area, family room. Large
moveable kitchen with belle
In range, oven, dishwasher sad
diaposel. Utility room, two ear
garage. situated on nicely landraped lot located at lUngswood
Subdivision. For appoint:meet
by transferred owner cell new
legs or weekends 753-71119.
WA-11.0

41Y OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick house on Dodson. Low
down payment, traruderreble
A-14-C
loan. Phone 7534184.

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner
AND PLENTY OF

50 TIRED
I'VE HAD 50
MANY ROLES

BUTTER,TOO,
I'LL 5E7"

_
,
RIP TH'CROWN JEWELS
OFF HIER -AND START
LOADING THE FURNITURE
ON TNIE TRUCKS!!
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Miller-Kingins Engagement

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Thank goodness somebody finally gave
the American Indian a little attention. If only to credit him
with the distinction of keeping his hair long after other men
have lost theirs. [Seldom does one ever see a bald Indian.]
Being a Cherokee, I can acquaint you with several other
natural advantages we Indians have:
Our eyesight and hearing is superior to most white
men's. And our sense of "smell" is extremely acute. tI can
"smell" the presence of a poisonous snake at 40 paces.] I can
also communicate with the jay bird, gray squirrel, and
• coyote in THEIR language-not mine.
The white man has never been able to build a dwellingthat compares with the "air-conditioned" teepee built by the
Indian. Also, Indians have been preserving food for centuries,
far superior to the dried, canned and frozen concentrates
the whites.
Andther startling fact is that the Navajos have had very
few unwanted babies. For centuries, the "juice" extracted
from a certain plant has been used successfully for birth
control.
And lest anyone tell you that we were "savages," I point
out that scalping was introduced to the Indian by the
FRENCH who wanted to exterminate the English- The
French offered a bounty to the Mohawks for every
Englishman they killed. And the "proof" was a scalp And no
white WOMAN was ever scalped by an Indian'
Happy hunting, Abby!
"CHEROKEE ERNIE" se
DEAR ABBY: Perhaps the American Indians kept their
hair because they knew how to take care of their bodies, and,
beautiful thick hair is healthy hair.
In this connection, American Indians have known for
centuries that tobacco and alcohol were bad for their bodies,
and self-respecting Indians smoked only two days a month
under a full moon as a "religious rite," hence Indians did not
poison themselves with tobacco.
Also, Indians would never eat anything that was decayed,
spoiled or rotten. This included "fermented" fruit, from
which alcohol was made. Generations of shunning anything
fermented made the Indian tolerance for "alcohol" very low.
That is why Indians cannot tolerate alcohol, and respectable
Indians will not Much it.
Also, before Columbus landed here, the Indians were
already doing dental work, comparable to that performed by
the finest dentists in "civilized Europe."
I could write a book about how civilized the American
Indian was But nobody would believe it.
PROUD AMERICAN
DEAR ABBY: Your search for bald Indians was highly
entertaining, and I congratulate you for having come up with
some interesting facts about the American Indians. Here are
a few more:
•The average weekly wages of the black man in Watts is
$C The red man earns e30
• Fifty per cent of all Indian children drop out of school
before high school. • The infant death rate is 12 per cent higher amohg
American Indians than the national average.
•The Indian suicide percentage is the highest in the United
States.
• The average Indian is dead at age 43.
Maybe that's why you rarely see any bald Indians. Very
truly yours,
VIRGINIA
DEAR ABBY: I don't know anything about bald Indians,
but I am nearly 90 years old and I lived among Indians most
of my life dovni here in Oklahonia And I can tell you that if
the white man's word was as good as the Indntres I have
known, we would have a much better land.
OKLAHOMA WHITE
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get It off
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box 111170. Las Angeles. Cal.
Meet For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
eavelope.
Hate to write letters? Seed Si te Abby, Box WM, Les
Angeles. CaL Mee, for Abby's booklet. "Hew Is Write Letters for All °mastless."

CROSSWORD PUZZLE • Answe,to `resteiday s Puzzle
• 1-Siman
4-Symbol for
iron
6-Bards
11 -Punctuation
mark
13-Pantry
15-Symbol for
tantalum
16-farthquakes
18-Sun god
19 Note of scale
21 Send forth
22 Piradise
24-Girt's name
26 Units of
Siamese
currency
219-Number
29111Vorship
31-Lempreys
.23-C011ege degree
(ab)
34-Mans name
. m.Dacays
AtConwis demi
40-111week
sinsonuy
42,Sinstittai piece
45 fiat
47-Pintail duck
49-Sec.
50•Obstesects
52 Saucy
somovs nickname
ss.tons
56 Higheitt
59 Chinese mile
61 Feast
63 Roman general
65 Lents
r.6 moods of 2lith
President
NAN" metal
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4 Golf cry
0A0A Mila M0110
5-Dropsy
OMSOMO
091M1111
6-Conspirator
;JRAMIO
151WAMP
7-Paddle
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8-Gaelic
9 Touchdown
]ADAM HUN
(ebb.)
UESUI
1D2
10 Calm
EID3OU UUM
12 Pronoun
HOOT WO
14-Hindu queen
'ZI001110
UMODO
17 Small amount
20 Ow of
61000011 000101010
Celebes
21131133
0000
23 Note of scale
0110151 @OM 30M0
24-A state (abbr )
11
25-Limbs
27 Weak food
41 Skin of Our,
53-Former Russian
ruler
43 Pan of shut •
30 Vast ages
57 Beverage
32 Heavenly body 44 Hectometer
(M&)
Symbol for
58
35 Specwnens
46 Printers
tellunum
37 Portico
measure
60 Anger
38 Lowest point
48 Build
62 A state (ebb,
39 Rubber on
51 Antlered
animal
64 Conyunction
pencil
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Hazel WSCS Holds
General Meeting
At Provine Home
Mrs Deftoy l'Provine, Hazel
Highway, opened her home for
the general meeting of the Women's Society of Christian Service of the Hazel United Methodist Church held on Tuesday, April 7, at seven o'clock in
the evening.
The program on "The Meaning of Reconcilation" was presented with Mrs. Claude Anderson as the leader. She
assisted by Mrs. Mildred Harping and Mrs. Olga Freeman.
Mrs. D. N. White, spiritual
life leader, gave the devotion
end prayer with her scripture
reading from U Corinthians
1:1-7, John 13:3-17, and James
3:13-18.
The president, Mrs. H. A.
Newport, presided and reports
f officers were made. She reported on the district meeting
held at Murray in March.
The Hazel group voted to
send a love offering to the annual conference meeting in
Jackson, Tenn., and make a
contribution for a delegate to
the First Assembly of WSCS in
Houston, Texas, in May.
. Mrs. Provine, assisted by KM
James Baker, served delicious
refreshments to the members
and two visitors, Kathy and
Mary Jean Baker.
S..
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Miss Jeannie Pat Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Cy Miller of Hazel announce the engagement
of their only daughter, Jeannie Pat, to Kent Kingins, son of Mr.
and Mn. Hal K. Kinetic South 10th Street, Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of the Mid-State Medical
Academy, and is presently employed as a laboratory technician
at the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. Kingins is a 1984 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University. He is presently
employed at the Murray Natural Gas Company.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 27, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the evening at the Hazel Baptist Church.
No formal wedding Invitations will be sent and all friends and
relatives are invited.

Low Calorie Meals
Is Lesson At Meet
Of Pottertown Club

11. in°
Murray Members
At Mayfield Meet
SATURDAY - APRIL

muRRAY. KENTUCKY

Pictured are the twenty-five members and their apemen, Miss Frances Armstrong and N. P. Paschall, of the Calloway County Future Business Leaders of Arrwrka who ettended the state FBLA State Leadership Conference at Low
kerns.

A law regulating the taking
of deer was enacted as early as
1705 in New York State.
ALAVA!

Twenty-five members of the is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Calloway County Future Business Hugh Foster of Route 1, Hazel
Leaders of America under the Phyllis Mohler, daughter of
direction of the sponsors, Miss Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mohler of Joe Rob Beale of Alm°.
Glenda Kelly participated in
Frances Armstrong and N. P. Route 2, Kirksey, participated
the' Typing Cofitest at the local
Paschall, attended the FBLA
In the Penmanship Contest,
to Leadership Conference at the The Miss FBLA Contest was level.
N. P. Paschall, oneofthe sponSeelbach Hotel in Louisville on entered by Betsy Riley who comsors who lives on Route 8, was
Friday and Saturday, March 2'1 peted in a written test. '
Sponsor's Key for ser'
and 28.
Voting delegates who repres- awardeda
Several members participat- ented the club during the busi- vice as an FBLA sponsor for ten
ed in the various contests at the ness meetings to vote on new years.-- -2-Over 750 students from FBLA Convention,- Deanna Cooper, dau- officers were Carol Darnell and
ghter of Mr. and Mrs.011ie Coop- Martha Beale, Carol is the dau- clubs throughout Kentucky *ere
or of Route 1, Murray, was awar- ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Clay Dar- in attendance at the convention
ded a $209.00 scholarship given nell of Route 1, Kirksey. Martha and also competed in the Various
each year to an outstanding stu- is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. contests.
dent in honor of the late Eugene
H. Smith, former State Advisor
to FBLA,
Betsy Riley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Riley of 104
The home of Mrs. Frank Rob- Parks Drive, received second
erts was the scene of the meet- place honors in the speech coning of Group II of the Christ- test for her speech entitled, "Be
ian Women's Fellowship of the a Non - Conformist - but ConFirst. Christian Church held on form."
Tuesday, April 7, at two o'clock
In the Mr. FBLA Contest, Max
lull). afternoon.
Cleaver, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mks. Jean Bordeaux present- Hoyt Cleaver, Jr, of Almo Route
ed the inspiring program on 1, ranked fourth after competi"China". She led a round tafile tion including a written test and
discussion following her task. a job interview.
Saturday, April 11 - Friday, April 17
Her scripture reading was from
The Math Team, composed of
John 3:18.
Debbie Mitchell, daughter of Mr.
Introducing The New Bar-B-Q Sandwich
The group chairman, Mrs.
Mrs. Bobby Mitchell of Route
Fru* Roberta, presided at the and
PORKY
Z„ Murray, Sandra orten,daughtmeeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Orton
Refreshments of cookies and er of
of Route 2, Murray, and Ka'
tea were served by the hosAlso Introducing New Short Order Plates .
Barnett, daughter of Mr. and
tesses, Mrs. Roberts and Mrs.
Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett of Route
Eugene Scott.
5, Murray received fourth place
honors.
The club scrapbook which was
compiled by the historians,Gayle
johnsoq, daughter of Mr. and
-Mrs. Bill Johnson of Hazel and
Debbie Mitchell, daughter of Mr.
• Fnercl. Fries
Mr. and Mrs. William Phil- and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell,receivmcl Rolls
lips, Jr., of Benton Route One ed fourth place.
Carry Out . . .
are the parents of a baby boy, The Exhibit entitled "CommWilliam Lee, weighing six tinications - A Giant in Busipounds three ounces, born on ness' was prepared by the memWednesday, April 8, at 8:48 bers of the club and was award.
pm. at the Murray-Calloway ed fourth place.
County Hospital.
The Spelling Team which was
- Also Their other children are Wil- composed of Gayle Johnson,R eta
liam Keith Phillips, age 13, Robinson, and Glenda Kelly, ranPamela June Phillips, age 11, ked number nine, Rata is the dauKendall York, age nine, and ghter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. RobOpen: 10-10
Monday-Saturday
Lisa Ann Phillips, age two. The inson of 504 Pine Street. Glenda
11- 7
3rdays
father is employed at the Ash- Is the daughter of Mrs. Jack
by Corporation, Benton.
Kelly of Route 3.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
An entry in the Bulletin Board
Mrs. William Harlan Phillips, contest was prepared by Glenda
Mrs. Ruth West and Charlie Kelly, Kay Barnett, Gayle JohnCoomer, all of Benton.
son, and Bonnie Foster. Bonnie

Mrs.Frank Roberts
Hostess For Meet

uturdev, April 11
The Boots and Slippers
Square Dance Club will have a The Pottertown Homemakers
dance at the American Legion Club held its. regular meeting
Building starting at eight pm. at the Holiday Inn on Wednesday, April 8, at ten o'clock in
Bill Dunn will be the caller.
•••
the morning.
Mrs. 0. B. Cook, assisted by
Monday, April 13
The Kirksey Little League Mrs. Katie Overcast, presented
Baseball Association will meet the lesson for the day on "Low
at the Kirksey School at seven Calorie Meals".
The president, Mrs. Lucy
•••
Alderdice, presided, and Mrs.
The South Pleasant Grove Louise Short gave the landscape
Homemakers Club will meet at note. The minutes and treasurthe home of Mrs. Milford Orr at er's report were given by Mrs.
Clifton Roberts.
me p.m.
•••
Mrs. Bessie Colson gave the
The Suburban Homemakers devotional reading from ProClub will meet at the home of verbs 31:30 and the thoughts
Mrs. Lenith Rogers at sena on "What Is A Homemaker
Anyway?".
p.m.
•••
Luncheon was served in the
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority dining room, and the recreatwill meet at the Community ion of songs and contests was
directed by Mrs. R. L Cooper.
Center a 7:30 p.m.
•••
Other members present were
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle Mesdames Gussie Geurin, Patof the First United Methodist tye Overcast, Gray Roberts, MyrChurch WSCS will meet at the tle Cayce, Louise Somers, and
Miss Mary Williams.
church at 7:30 pin.
•••
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
the Stb Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will meet
at the church at seven p.m.
so.
-CAN'T SHAKE THE FEELING THAT I
Tuesday, April 14
KNOW THAT GIRL-- BUT FROM WHERE?
The Paris Road Homemakers
IF I -WAS TO ASK -44EFt ----Club will meet at the home of
CHANCES ARE THEY'D
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt.
1055 ME IN JAIL FOR
S's
BOTHERING HER!
'The New Providence Homemakers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Hardiman Miller.
S e.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Mader* star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 9:30
1)..111.
•••
The Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Community Center
at saves p.m.
•••
Groups of the Woman's Missionary Society of the First Baptist Church will meet as follows: I with Mrs: Ragan
jal, South 0th Street, at 9:30
a.m.; II with Mrs. B. R. Cornett
at ten a.m.; III with Mrs. Fred
Mules at two p.m.; IV with
IF YOU WANT FIVE
Mrs. J. M. Linn at two p.m.
JUST LOOK
DOLLARS,
•••

ANNOUNCING

GRAND OPENING
THE SAUCY PIG

MI MOST IMPORTANT THING
Amid!
CLEMENTE, Calif.
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ON THE SIDEWALK •
BACK THERE
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SAUCY BAR-B-O

1/4 BAR-B-0 CHICKEN....
BAR-B-1) PLATE

BAR-B-1) PORK NAM
BONELESS BAR-B-1) PORK HAM

19'

$1.75 LB.

SLICED PORK BAR-B-0

THE SAUCY PIG BAR—B-0

Abbie 'N Slats

ihlre:2°

The joint anniversary dinner
of the Mayfield and Emblem
Business and Professional Women's Clubs was held Thursday
evening at the Holiday Inn,
Mayfield.
Miss Sunshine Colley, district
director, assisted with the MDdlelighting ceremony for the
celebration of the 48th anniversary of the Mayfield Club
and the fifth anniversary of the
Emblem Club.
Mrs. Josephine Poyner is
Mayfield president and Mrs.
Nancy Burnett is Emblem president
Clubs from District I were represented at the dinner including the following from the Murray Club: Mrs. OdeLle Vance,
Miss Doris Rowland, Mrs. Monetts Bushart, Mrs. Margaret
Weldrop, and Mrs. Verline

by R. Van Buren
I CAN'T SHAKE THE FEELING THAT
SOMEWHERE IN THAT CROWD
MERE'S SOMEONE WHO
KNOWS ABOUT CHARLIE-BUT HOW 00 I
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